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Rhode Island Senator Denies They Must Case or Land Judge McFie Sustains De The Corridors of Federal Has Spent Much Time Trying Big Walk Out on Baltimore
Will Be Ruined by
JHe Attacked German
Offices at Phoenix
murrer to Compltint
to Add to the Attractive
and Ohio This AfterGovernment.
Washington, June 3. The postofthe l
flee department has announced
of
New
following changes in salaries
Mbxico
Presidential
postmasters,
based upon the postal receipts of the
offices during the year ending March
m,

1909:

Alamogordo $1800 to $1900; AlbuArtesia
querque $3000 to $3100;
to
$1600 to $1700; Carlsbad $1800
$2000; Clovls, $1500 to $1800; Deming
$1700 to $1800; Elida $1000 to $1400;

Farmlngton
$1100 to

$1200
$1200;

o $1300; Hagerman
Las Cruces $1800

to $1900; Melrose $1400 to $1500;
Mesilla Park $1400 to $1600; Portales
Roswell
$2500 to
$1700 to $1800;
Santa Fe $2400 to $2500;
$2000 to $2200.
Decreases: Dawson $1600 to $1500;
Raton
$1200 to $1100;
'Lordsburg
'$2500 to $2400; Santa Rosa $1400 to
$1200;. Silver City $2200 to $2100;
Texico $1600 to $1500.
:$2600;

"

rl

And Here is Our Democratic Friend.
Washington, June 3. Representative Stephens of Texas, introduced a
House resolution disapproving the
publication of the legal notices act
of the New Mexico legislature. It
was referred to the committee on ter-

ritories. )
Judge Cooley's Confirmation.
Special to The New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, June 3. The
xomlnatlon of Hon. AW, Cooley for
associate justice of the New Mexico
supreme court, which had been favorably recommended for confirmation by
the iSenate Committee on Judiciary, a
few, days ago, was confirmed
by the Senate yesterday
He will leave Washington for
:New Mexico in a few days. Mrs.
ooley will go to Massachusetts until
unanimously

fter-noo- n.

fall.

Senator Warren presented and had
ordered printed a pamphlet of 73
pages on the wool trade of the United
States and pointed out the necessity
tor protecting the industry. It also
goes into details of the hide and leather industry proving the necessity of
for that branch of the inprotection
'
dustry.
Senator Aldrich Explains.
Washington, D. C June 3. Senators Aldrich and Stone, engaged In a
warm debate this morning over the
recent remark concerning the action
of Germany in sending a statement
of prices in that country with a view
of Influencing tariff legislation here
The remark of Aldrich was based on
a request by the State Department to
Germany asking for the rate of wages
in Germany. The information was
sent but with the request that the
names of the manufacturers be not
used. Stone read a telegram from
Berlin showing that the German peo
ple had taken offense at Aldrich's r&
marks because of the prominence of
the speaker. Aldrich declared he bad
made on charge against the govern
ment but said he was talking about
manufacturers who sent information
with the understanding that it was
not to be used in the enforcement of
customs laws. He said it was not a
question concerning the German gov
ernment. He said any attempt of a
foreign government to Influence legislation is impertinent. Stone insisted
that there could be no mistake about
Aldrich's remarks being directed to
ward Germany, but Aldrich said he
"was speaking in the abstract.
' Aldrich rehearsed the whole affair
.and said he had no intention of critl
cising or affronting the German gov
ernment and could not see why Stone
was so interested unless he represent
ed Germany. "That remark is an im
pertinence," said Stone. "Yes, worse
than an impertinence." Aldrich naid
no attention to the remark ani con
tinued that he represented America
and could not see that any foreign
power had been injured. Stone re
sented the "stigma" placed on him
and said that a deliberate affront
should not be offered any foreign

Seepage.

From Las Cruces

Crowded.

ness of the Building.

noon.

Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan returned today from an extended trip over the southeast and south-centrportions of the Territory. Mr.
Sullivan made this trip, lasting practically three weeks in his automobile,
and had the opportunity of seeing the
country very minutely from Santa Fe
to Roswell, from Roswell to Artesia
and later to Carlsbad. From Artesia
Mr. Sullivan took a buggy trip up the
Penasco stream system, running into
Cuervo canon, Bluewater creek and
into the Sacramento valley stream
system south of Alamogordo.
In making this trip, the Territorial
Engineer made a very close study and
examination of the artesian belt of the
Territory. This belt" extends from a
few miles north of Roswell and to sev
eral miles south of Lakewood, New
Mexico. There are in the neighborhood of eight hundred artesian wells
in this section, the larger portion of
which are doing exceedingly well as
regards to pressure and supply and
irrigating practically 20,000 acres of
the very best land in the whole Southwest. Great activity is taking place
in this district both in the agricultural
line and in the settlement of towns
and the business districts. A great
many people are coming into this sec
tion who are energetic, enterprising
and who are now joining In the movement of boosting that section with
perhaps more enthusiasm than the
older residents. The towns in the ar
tesian belt, Roswell, Dexter, Lake Ap
thur, Greenfield, Hagerman, Artesia,
Dayton and Lakewood are experienc
ing a very rapid growth, which unlike
a boom is substantial and is the re
suit of having the real articles as soil,
climate, water suppply both artesian
and surface flow. The town of Artesia itself Is expecially remarkable for
this growth in building of business
blocks, residences and the great in
terest shown in the matter of public
A $50,000 school will
improvements.
soon be built by the Methodists which
will place Artesia in the lead with

A. T. Koch of St. Louis, a nephew
of Congressman Bartholdt, today assumed his duties as clerk of the Carey Act Board and Good Roads Com
He will
mission of the Territory.
have his offices with Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan.
Notary Public Appointed.
Elbert J. Harmon of Wagon Mound,
Mora county, was yesterday appointed
a notary public by Governor Curry.
Incorporations.
Incorporation papers were filed in
the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the French Steam Laundry Company of Griggs street, Las
Cruces, Dona Ana county. The capi
talization is $20,000 divided into 200
shares of which $16,000 is paid up,
the stockholders being John S.
80 shares; Ralph E. French 44
shores; F. M. Hayner, 2 shares, and

Phoenix, Ariz., June 3. Under the
new law, a large area of desert land
will be thrown open today, subject to
filing and providing a fee of $1 an
acre annually for three years, without
residence.
Various tracts
requiring
in Arizona are available.
The most

Among the many attractions that
delight the eye of the tourist and
sightseer that comes to Santa Fe. the
Federal building with the magnificent
lawns surrounding it stands second to
"one. Yet It was not always thus for
the building itself, though prominently
inviting because of its architectural
pulchritude for a long time had for its
surroundings, only little more than
about six acres of barren sand,
ed here, there and everywhere and
anything but attractive. But four
years ago Henry P. Bardshar, who
was aPPlnted internal revenue collec- t0Fi WBg glveu cnarge of the building
and the ground on which it stands. In
p
spite of his arduous duties as
lector he still found lime, and this
quently, to look after the making of

Philadelphia, Pa., June 3. Conditions are quieter this morning following last night's street oar riots in
which more tiinn 100 men were hurt.
When the company attempted to
crews
its cars with
the union men set on them and mobbed the cars.
After the effort the
cars were sent to the barns.
This morning there was a sensation
when it was reported that the ele
hud
vated and subway
employes
joined the strikers. It subsided how
ever, when it became known that it
was only an accident to the elevated.
The ugly feeling engendered by last
night's rioting was illustrated by a
number of riots this morning, which
were the largest since the strike began. Four hundred additional policemen were sworn in this morning. The
head of the police reserves said that
10,000 extra policemen would be called if necessary.
Big Strike on Baltimore & Ohio.
Baltimore, June 3. A general strike
of the machinists in all the shops of
the Baltimore & Ohio railroad has
been ordered to take effect at 2 p.

educational advantages. Fine automobile roads are to be found every
where connecting these towns that
would compare with the country roads
of the Northern and Central states,
there being more automobiles in the
lower Pecos valley than in the rest of
the Territory combined.
Although the fruit crops this year
will not be up to expectations, the
farmers are busy growing those fruits
which escaped the unusually late
spring frost of this year. Alfalfa and
other crops are doing splendidly and
are bringing
prices with a
local market. The farmers are catering to the production of small fruits
in a very' pronounced manner, there
being several local canning factories
in this section.
While very much gratified with the
growth and development of the south
eastern portionjot the Territory, Mr,
Sullivan in reply "to a' question by the
as
representative of the
what "were, if any, the conditions
which were not so favorable to in
crease this rapid development and
progress said: '
"Yes, there ns one r; thing which
struck me rather forcibly and which I
regret is not being taken up by the
residents of these communities with
more strict regulations and superviS'
ion and that is the distressing condltion of a great many of the artesian
wells. The lack of proper handling of
these wells in regard to casing is the
only obstacle I find in the way of future development. Much water is es
caping into the soil and coming to the
surface owing to the fact of the im
proper casing of these wells. In a
number of instances I have actually
found the water appearing on the sup
face and ruining the land. The water
has been escaping In this manner
from a great many of the wells for
evidently some considerable time and
the condition of the land is becoming
power.
very bad being practically subbed out
in many places. This condition could
ROOSEVELT VISITS
be averted by a more active supervis
MISSIONARIES ion in the construction and
of the wells. The casing should in
Nairobi, June 3. Roosevelt and the every case go as far down as to come
members of Tils party, left here on a in contract with the Impervious strata,
thus cutting off any chances of water
special train this afternoon for
where they will visit the Amer- escaping and coming to the surface.
ican mission and spend the night in The pressure of these wells varies
camp. The departure for the Sotij
'district will be made tomorrow.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
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interest attends the area near the
Agua Fria river. 25 miles northwest
of here. Filing began at 9 o'clock this
morning. Last night the land office
were filed with people wait- lug to file.
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improvements about the building as

well as to improve the appearance of
the large acreage of ground. Due to
his zealous efforts It was not long ere
a cement sidewalk encircled the entire
six acres, making a, most delightful
promenade for the citizens of Santa
Fe as well as for visitors.
goon after Bardshar took up what
one would -- ave deemed an impossible
task) that of tumlng the six acres of
arid( 8andy 60ll o( uarren appear-toda- y
ance lnt0 maenincent lawns of soft.
vvety gras8) rich in greenness and
l)r0fu8eiv intermingled with clover.
Tne jawns are now unquestionably the
tractive in Santa Fe. Though
mos)t
a gmall p0rtj0n of the grounds Is still
uncovered Dy grass, this deficiency
wlll ,De Speedily remedied as work-faile- d
meQ are daljy engaged m taking care
0f the place.
jot content witn naving so wonder
fully beautified the Federal building
grounds, Bardshar immediately gave

Thomas Tate, 34 shares, the first
three named being the directors.
Incorporation Amendment
Pacers were filed today in amend-- '
ment to incorporation filings, which
certify that the name of the C. L. Pol- lard Company at Espanola, Rio Arri- ba county, has been changed to the
Espanola Mercantile Company.
Demurrer Sustained.
Judge John R. McFie in chambers
sustained the demurrer to the
complaint in the case of John A.' Lee,
et al., vs. Frank W. Parker, et al.,
which was brought to Santa Fe from
Las Cruces upon change of venue by
consent of the litigants. The county
had bought in at delinquent tax sale
some property wmcn tne piainuns
to redeem within the statutory
uiree yeara auu wuiuu mey uuw ubived to redeem.

New York, June 3. John J. Dixon,
chairman of the National Amateur
Athletic Union, this morning ordered
the suspension of the University of
Colorado and Leland Stanford Unl- versity track teams for the National
Amateur Athletic Union on the decla- i
ration of Chairman Bert Martin of the
Rocky Mountain division of the Union
and neither team may be able to com- Pete at the conference meet at Chi- cago on Saturday. The charge is that
uoioraao ana totanioia compeiea in a
dual meet without the sanction of the
union.
ivational Amateur Atnieuc
Both will fight the ruling, claiming
that it is not necessary to have sane- uon tor a dual meet, mis position
i8 also taken by Dr. George K. Her- man, wno win rereree tue enjeagu
meet.
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BIGGEST SINGLE
SHOES MUST FIT
CLIP OF WOOL
EVERY TIME
Hon. Solomon Luna at Magda- lenai Socorro County.
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Chicago, 111., June 3. A woman may
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maples. Though now but saplings, it
will not be many years before they
will become stately and add still great- er charm to the surroundings. In
h grounds
t
imrPv!
oH,u,
about the building, many Improve
ments have been made about the
t

LW
in the country, left Albuquerque
her feet after she gets home she may
midnight last night for Magdalena, demand her money back. This is the
where the buyers will submit sealed
fUB
of Judge Gemmiu ln a case
bids today for the entire wool clip where Miss Louise Jacobson sued a
meTtZe
Idles
from the Lima ranches which Mr. state gtreet gtore for the return of
Je?
'
f"d lately
Luna has stored there ready to shtp.lher monev'
her
shoes
at the entrance of the building,
The clip is the largest single lot of
Mwo?lier monw an? was
ca.me
besides other improvements too num- of wool in New" Mevlno. It is hirh M6
t rvrraron a momnrann
im s in jmim b mii
erous to mention.
grade and competition for it is keen. and the
judge held that the store must
A whole train of Santa Fe freight
Praised as Public Servant.
all the time the customer
cars has been ordered to Magdalena devote
The great care and energy exer- I
a
t
V.nnt. Tirhnn the
to take the clip out when the sale wmB m
cl8ed by Bardshar as custodian of the
on this
has been made. There is much inter Dronrietor based his defense
Federal building is strictly in line
est among wool men generally, out- plea.
with the faithfulness and exactitude
side of the buyers, as to the price
with which he conducts his office as
which this clip will bring. It is con- FIRE LOSSES IN
internal revenue collector.
ceded that it will bring the best price
WBW fflLAlW,
being paid in New Mexico. The
g Internai Revenue Examiner H.
quantity is not known definitely," but
'B. Taylor, came to Santa Fe and
is understood to be well above 300,000 Dwelling of Mrs. M. W. Gillland at made h,8 exaralnation of tne offlce o
Chama, Is Damaged-Adjus- ting
pounds." Albuquerque Journal,
lnternal revenue a8 wen a8 of the
?
Masonic Temple.
affairs of the offlce. As a result of
Denver, June 3. A partial loss Is the visit an official report was sent
SOUTH OBSERVES
reported on the dwelling of Mrs. M.' to Washington by the examiner, to
MEMORIAL DAY W. Gililand at Chama, New Mexico, the effect that the local offlce had
The insurance is carried by the Com- - been found in excellent condition
Alabama, Louisiana and Other States mercial Union.
down to the slightest detail. The
Pay Tribute to Leader of the
Insurance of the Masonic temple grade given was No. 1 being the
Lost Cause.
building at Carlsbad, New Mexico, re- - highest possible mark obtainable. In
cently damaged by fire is carried in addition to praising the business con-th- e
New Orleans, La., June 3. JefferBritish ditlons of the offlce the examiner
following
companies:
son Davis birthday and the Confed- America, Fireman's Fund and Hart- - went on to speak highly of the offlce
erate Memorial day was celebrated ford, 12,500. each. On the stock of force, stating that they had been
throughout Louisiana today. ,
R. M. Thome, the Royal, Commercial found to be exceedingly
courteous
State House Closed.
Union and Philadelphia underwriters and obliging. Referring to Bardshar,
Montgomery,
Ala., June 3. The are interested. On the fixtures of the examiner stated that the collect- State House her,e, the first capitol the same company the Palatine has or deserved great credit, for It had
of the Confederacy, closed in honor f the
policy. The loss will be adjust- - been found that he personally attend'
oi tne Jenrerson Davis anniversary. :. voil I w v1 . tnn.nn
nil wnnca
in 11anA
.
Iv
!
I 1J w U Mi..
ucunorviaaH
UL!
J U nt
liaull.
The brass star on the portico mark
the offlce
ing the spot where Davis took his
System and business methods are
oath as president of the Confederacy, LONG DISTANCE
evident in Bardshar's ofeverywhere
was draped in a wreath of the colors
IS ILL flce and the Internal revenue collector
WALKER
of the lost cause.
is recognized as one of the nroeres- Edward Payson Weston at Hotel at sive and loyal citizens of the town,
who has the welfare of the comLaramie, Wyoming After Stren
FOREST FIRE ON
uous Trip.
of
In
view
heart
munity
MBSCALERO RESERVE Laramie, Wyo., June 3. Edward this no at
one need wonder over the
Payson Weston, the veteran pedes- -' extensive improvements made in and
Great Quantities of Timber and Thoutrian, who is walking from New York about the Federal building,
sands of Acres of Grazing Land
to San Francisco, retired here, last
i
Swept Near Tularosa.
night at 8 o'clock and at 9:30 this BIG RALLY MEETING IN
morning was still ln bed. The manPLAZA THIS EVENING.
El Paso, Texas. June 3. A forest ager refuses to say what is the matfire has been ranging for several days ter. It Is rumored that Weston who
The following
Everybody invited.
on the Mescalero Indian reesrvation Is 71 years old Is sick.
is the program.
near Tularosa ln south-centrNew - Weston rose at eleven,
saying he
Band, Campaign song by children.
Mexico, and aready has destroyed had contracted stomach ache as the
Moving
pictures. Children's illustra
'
great quantities of standing timber result of drinking alkali water. How- - ted
marching song. Address, Judge
and swept thousands of acres of graz- ever, he declared he was
alright again a. L. Morrison. Song, Girl's chorus,
ing land. It is believed now to be and to prove It ate heartily of batter Address, John V. Conway. '
Moving
under control.
cakes and aet out 'westward again.
'pictures, Band.
1
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The strike is the result of the introduction of the piece work system in
the Mont Claire shops and will affect about 830 employes In various
shops.

CHAVARRIA NOW
HAS A JOB
Santa Clara Pueblo Indian Who Married a White Woman Had Hard
Time of it at Denver.
Denver, Colo., June 3. After having been forced to become a hod carrier and to do odd jobs because of
his inability to speak the English language, Albino Chavarria, the Santa
Clara Pueblo Indian, who came to
Denver from Santa Fe, and who married Miss Cora Marie Arnold, some
time ago against the wishes of her
entire family and in spite of the suicide of her stepfather from brooding
over her, infatuation, has at last obrt
tained employment by which to
his wife. The Indian has been
hired by Mrs. Elltch-Lonat Elitch's
Gardens where a place has been made
for him as a gardener. The man is
an expert in agricultural work of all
kinds, besides having an intimate
knowledge of forestry and plant life.
Albino, as he is called, does not
understand the directions of the overseer, and has to be given orders by
means of signs. When all else falls,
Mrs. Long is called for and she then
gives the orders, as she speaks fluently Spanish and Indian dialects,
Mr. Long says that the man Is one
of the best workmen on the place because of his expert knowledge ot
farming and the fact that he Is a
steady untiring laborer. His present
occupation is the first chance he has
had to make anything like a decent
living and the couple have been in
very straightened circumstances.
The Indian's wife fell in love with
him while he was exhibiting several
summers ago at the city park on the
occasion of one of the big conventions. She announced
her infatuation to the family and was seen with
the Indian frequently. In spite of the
attitude of her friends she went to
Santa Fe and married Albino. Just
previous to this her uncle drowned
himself in the Gulf of Mexico and
left a will which disinherited Cora
Arnold If she should, marry the redskin. Shortly after their marriage
the couple returned to Denver and
lived together. Their presence in
the city as man and wife occasioned
much comment and they were pracUntil Mrs. Elitch-Lon- g
tically ostracized.
took pity upon the man he was
unable to find anything to do and often did the most menial services to
obtain a little money with which to
support his wife.
sui-po-

g

BUSINESSMAN TAKES
HIS OWN LIFE
John W. Speas of Kansas City, Shoots
Himself While His Wife and
,

Son

Breakfast.

Kansas" City, ; June 3. John W.
Speas, a prominent business man
committed suicide In his home by
shooting this morning. He was connected with a number of organizations
and was 48 years old. "He shot himself while his wife and son were at
breakfast. He had been til.
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who suffer from severe headaches, and all disea-e-s
due to a torpid liver, should
not fill their stomach with calomel and other drugs.

House
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Telephone

No. 40

Foot-Eas-

Ap

SEE FOR YOURSELF

He had prezona, of consumption.
viously worked on the Indianapolis
Star, Indianapolis News, and Louisville Courier-JournaInterment took
place at South Bend, Indiana. A wife,
the parents, two sisters and two brothers survive.
Another Death From Scarlet Fever
An unusually large number of
deaths have occurred at and near Las
Vegas the past few months. Yesterday another victim was demanded in
the person of nine year old Elizabeth
Fannie Grant, daughter of Jeweler o
H. Grant.- - The girl was a pupil
at Loretto Academy at Las Vegas
and "was stricken only last Friday
noon. In January, the girl's mother
died and besides her father, only a
thirteen year old brother, survive.
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a New Mexican want "ad."
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GARDEN TOOLS &

POULTRY NETTING
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OF US
Our Goods and Prices are Right
LAWN MOWERS AND LAWN SPRINKLES
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Phone
No 14

VV HARDWARE CO.
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No 14
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Also Good fof Chickens
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
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Potatoes,
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THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.
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CUT GLASS, CHINA AND
try

8an Francisco Street, Santa Fe,

cost vou will find
this ST0RE- - Medicines to give right results must be
riqht. Buy Medicines here and vou aet all the advant
ages of care in selecting the drugs and tilling the ores- criotion no matter how simnla or comolex that all our
customers have depended upon they find us right-- so
:- -:

MISTAKE-B-

BUYING YOUR

In ooint of floods and for rPAsonAhlft

will you.

Phone 36

SKIPPING THE BAD ONES

JEWELER

TT

Kid Gloves

FOR A HALF CENTURY

HOUSE

FRESH EGGS

8

A

WARNER BROS
MENDEL'S
IRON CLAD
STETSON
A. B, C.
TREFOUSSE& Co.

!

l.

a. apiM

Men's Shoes
Ladies and Childrens Shoes
Corsets
Ladies Waists
Hosiery
Hats
Trunks & Suit Cases

& DUNN,

THE LEADING 0RY GOODS

Sergeant John Koog-ler- ,
secretary and treasurer.
Two Stores Robbed
Burglars,
night before last, broke into a wholesale liquor store and a clothing es
tablishment at Las Vegas and secured $25.65 in cash and several bottles D. M. HOOVER & SON
D of brandy at the first, and a suit case
Builders and Contractors
and several pair of trousers at the
PLANS & ESTIMATES
latter.
Furnished on short notice
Divorced Granted At Las Vegas,
William H. Garner was granted a di- CEMENT WORK a SPECIALTY
vorce from Manuela Garner, and the
custody of the children given the latter. But the children protest and the
decree may be changed to give the
children to the father. The Garners
&
live at Wagon Mound and are well
No
148 Red
in
Fe.
Santa
known,
Telephone
Former New, Mexico Journalist
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
James Dushane, Jr., aged 28 years,
for more than a year city editor of the
Las Vegas Optic, died at Prescott, Ari-
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CREAM

CALL

Yemic Mens

We Carry Only Reliable Lines in Every Department

Allen's
a powder. Relieves painful, smarting, nervous feet
and ingrowing nails, and Instantly
takes the sting out of corns and bunions. It's the greatest comfort dise
covery of the age. Allen's
makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
it a certain cure for sweating, callous,
swollen, tired, aching feet. Try it today. Sold by all Druggists and Shoe
Stores. By mail for 25c. In stamps.
Don't accept any substitute. Trial
package FREE. Address Allen S. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

t;

Plaza, Santa Fe.

-

SHAKE INTO YOUR SHOES

Social Club Organized Troop A,
New Mexico Cavalry,
stationed at
Las Vegas, has organized a social club
with Corporal Charles O'Malley as
president; Trumpeter Richard Head,

( Qff

Co.
Grocery
Winter

UTZ

believing.

While "Preacher" Mayse-borwas holding services in the house
of Roberto Carabajal near Albuquer
que, the House caught Are from tne
torches carried by the worshipers and
was soon in ashes.

for SANTA FE

Mess Maie lo Onto ClotMii

BROWN

GEO O. SNOW

A party who has just come in from
Las Truchas, reports that E. C. Cooke,
formerly local telegraph operator for
the Western Union, has succeeded in
killing two large bears. One of the
newsbearer states,
bears, so the
weighs about twelve hundred pounds
and four burros were necessary to
transport the carcass of the beast.
Cooke is still on the hunt in the moun- tains around Truchaa Local friends
are anxiously awaiting his return with
'
the weighty specimen of bear meat,
not that they doubt the statement
about the 'weight, but then seeing is

.

Flames

3 CARS FLOUR 3

WE CONTROL.ABOVE BRANDS OF FLOUR

SE(

HERBINE QUICKLY CURES
Biliousness, onstlpatlon, Chills
and Fever, Dyspepsia, Malaria
and all Liver Complaints. '
Mrs. C. D. Philley, Marble
Falls, Tex. writes: I find Heroine the beet liver corrective I
ever tried. It has done my
mily and myself a world of
good. I recommend it to my
iriendB."
PRICE 80c.

f

her instantly.

Imperial Whole Wheat
Graham
Corn JHeal

&

HARVARD
KANT WEAR OUT
HERCULES

"Woman

Albert
for Larceny
Arrested
Smith, a colored porter, was arrested
at Albuquerque on the charge of having stolen a revolver from Special
Agent A. E. Bloxsom of the Santa Fe
at Las Vegas.
Big Drive of Ties A quarter of a
million ties have been started down
the Rio Grande from Embudo to Albu-- i
querque by the Santa Barbara Tie
Company. Nearly one hundred men
are .employed.
Killed Under Wagon Wheels The
five year old daughter of J. F. Johnson, a ranchman, living forty miles
east of San Marcial, fell from a wagon
in which she was riding and the heavy
wheels passed over her head, killing

11

Jersey Cream
hnboden Imperial

FRED KAUPPMANN

rustling.

rnone 1M.
store

0

M. BORN & CO

Excursion to Santa Fe Albuquerque sports are planning a monster excursion to Santa Fe on June 20. The
program la to included baseball games
and horse races.
Loretto Academy Closes on Account
of Scarlet Fever The Loretto Academy at Las Vegas has closed on account of the prevalence of scarlet
fever at Las Vegas.
Scarlet Fever at East Las Vega- sBallard Snow Liniment Co.
Two families in Kast Las Vegas were
ST. LOUIS,
MO.
quarantined this week for scarlet
made
fever and every effort is being
to stamp out the disease.
Sold and Recommended fay
Grave Robbers Ghouls stole the
FI8CHER DRUG COMPANY
hunfloral
from
tributes
blossoms and
dreds of graves in Albuquerque cemeteries on the evening of Memorial HE KILLED A
Day. Even the flags were taken.
MONSTER BEAR
Cattle Rustler Arrested Territorial
Mounted Policeman Apolonio A. Sena
has arrested Felipe Bustamente, Juan If Reports be True. Former Local
Chavez and Margarito Chavez, near
Operator is a Champion
Ursus Hunter.
Ribera, San Miguel county, for cattle

at SALMON Store

up-to-d-

We Represent the Following Well Known Lines.

careful

women use

evening;.

NATHAN SALMON.
tan Francisco street.
The largest and the only

All

Tuberculosis Mrs. W. W.
wife
of the banker at San Mar-cia- l,
Joyce,
died of tuberculosis on Tuesday

Now
our customers.
you only pay our prof-It- ,
which is not half as
much as it used to be.
Come right along, this
department is to stay
and serve you for all
thn tlmfl to come. Ear Her vou come the bet
ter to select your choice before the best
are picked out
numbers

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAN

Wholesale anfl Retail Dry Cools.

Died of

profits which we used
to pay and charge to

Co.

1x1

).

Eastern

Incorporated 1903

jjjjeligman Bros.

Be she good, or kind, or fair,
I will ne'er the more despair;
If she love me, this believe:
I will die ere she shall grieve;
If she slight me when I woo,
I can scorn and let her go.
If she be not fair for me,
What care I for whom she be!
George Wither (1588-1667-

We have done

with

Established 1856.

"

first-clas- s

signs.
away

UP.

ROUND

AN ELIZABETHAN POEM.
Shall I, wasting in despair,
Die because a woman's fair?
Or make pale my cheeks with care
'Cause another's rosy are?
Be she fairer than the day.
Or the flow'ry meads in May,
If she thinks not well of me.
What care I how fair she be?

Merchant Tailoring
Department is now
running In a
This is the
shape.
first chance that Santa
Fe ever had for our
customers to come Into
our up to date store
and pick the woolens
right from stock, cut
and made p.nd pasted
on a man's shoulders
and fitted from the
bottom of pants to top
of coat, and finished
with best of workmanship, living, and best
of style that money
can buy. Our cutter,
Mr. Synfy, is not only
tailor, but
a
an expert designer of
his profession and he
is always ready and
willing to aid you to
get the latest cut and
style, as he Is familiar
with all the latest de-
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SANTA FE, N. M.

Date Method.

SILVERWARE.
N. M.

ZOOEC'S
A M IvM A u v
piuf
IfiinyfviVli
PHONE NO. 218
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8ore Nipples.
who has had experimother
Any
ence with this distressing ailment
'Will be pleased to know that a cure
may be effected by applying Chamberlain's Salve as soon as the child
is done nursing. Wipe it off with a
soft cloth before allowing the babe
to nurse. Many trained nurses use
this salve with best results. For sale
by all druggists.

HEED THE WARNING.
Many Santa Fe People Have Done So.

When the kidneys are sick they
give unmistakable warnings that
should not be Ignored. By examining
the urine and treating the kidneys
upon the first sign of disorder, many
days of suffering may be saved. Sick
kidneys expel a dark,
sediment
urine, full of "brick-dustand painful In passage. Sluggish kid
neys cause a dull pain In the small
of the back, headaches, dizzy spells,
tired, languid feelings and (frequently
rheumatic twinges.
"Doan's'Kldney Pills are for "the kid
neys only; they cure sick kidneys, and
rid the blood of uric poison. If you
suffer from any of the above symp
toms you can use no better remedy.
Santa Fe people recommend Doan's
"

GET TO USING
THE

V
aV

JtKll

Kidney Pills.
Hilario Baca, Delgado street, Santi
Fe, N. Mex., says: "I feel so greatlj
pleased with the benefit I obtalne
from Doan's Kidney Pills, which 1

Best

Are The

They

procured at Striping and Burrows'
drug store, that I am glad to recommend them. Off and on for three or
four months I was subject to a pain
In my back and I felt It severely at
times, especially when I stooped,
lifted or brought any Btrain on the
muscles of my loins. Owing to the
persistency of the annoyance I was
led to believe that the cause was
some disorder of the kidneys. After
using Doan's Kidney Pills a short
time I noticed an Improvement and
before I had finished one box I was
cured. I have not had a symptom ol
the trouble since. I will recommend
Doan's Kidney Pills whenever the opportunity occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.

and Colds,
For all' Cough
Diarrhoea, both in children and
adults, Rheumatism, Kidney and
Stomach Complaints.
There is no more efficient
Liniment and Medicated Oil
than the INTERNATIONAL.

These remedies can be found

For Sala by all Druggists and

Dealers

In

Medicine;

Compounded

Solely, Br

THE INTERNATIONAL MEDICINE CO

Foster-Milbur- n

OF NEW MEXICO.

New Mexico

Central

FORD MODEL T CARS
ROADSTER

&

n

TOURING CARS

J you are interested in a 5 passenger touring car or a 3, passenger Roadster, do not buy a car until you have inspected our
1909 Models. The wonderful performances of this car dver New
Mexican roads should remove all doubt as to which car you should
buy. Santa Fe to Las Vegas 4 hours, 40 minutes, carrying three
passengers and 200 pounds luggage.
Los Cerrillos and return over mountain roads 52 miles on high
gear, 2 hours and 3 minutes.
Climbing Fort Marcy and Tesuque Hill on high gear.
(

For Demos tration
call Upon

NEW MEXICO AND
THE CIVIL WAR
A. L.
Morrison Incidentally
Makes a Few Remarks About Our
Good Friend Senator Beveridge.

Judge

Memorial Day of this year, will long
be remembered as one, that as the ancient Romans used to say should be
"Marked with a white stone" it was
in every repect dedicated to the
sacred memory of the heroic men who
died that their country mlnht live it
amply proved that the passing years,
renders their memory more dear to
the grateful people, they served so
nobly. Never In my whole life have
I been so impressed with the simply
dignity, the grandeur and decorum of
the American character; and I am certain that in no citv in the Union,
could be seen a more orderly, intelligent and patriotic assemblage of
women and men. Even the children
seemed to be impressed by the gravity
of the occasion. Thank God we have
at last arrived at the time when
Southern and Northern people can
mingle like children of the same great
mother, loving with all our hearts the
glorious banner of stars, of which
George P. Morris wrote, nearly half a
century ago:

"The union of lakes, the union of
lands,
The union of states none can sever,
The union of hearts, the union of
hands,
And the flag of our Union foverever,
and ever,
The flag of our Union for ever."
One ot the strongest proofs of the
Union of the Blue and the Gray that
I remember during the day, was my
meeting with a Southern matron, with
her two daughters, who reminded me
of those gracious Southern ladies who
are so charmingly described by Hop- kinson Smith and Nelson Page; she
entered so earnestly into the patriotic
spirit of the ceremonies and expressed
herself so much pleased with the kindly sentiments spoken about the South,
that I regret every on present did
not hear her. This is the spirit every
good American should, sedulously, cul
tivate. Now Is the time to decide,
once for all, that the "bloody chasm
is" closed, never to be reopened again,
through all the ages of the future. I
ask a little of your valuable space
to refer again to the numbers furnished by New Mexico and her sister territories to the government during
the Civil war, as I wish to give them
more in detail, they are taken from
the Statistical Record of the Armies
of the United States during the war,
Frederick
Captain
by
compiled
Phisterer, from the otflcial records in
the War Department, as follows, and
hence are thoroughly reliable:
'
Oregon Cavalry, for three years
service, one regiment.
Infantry, for three years' Berivce,
one regiment.
Total, two regiments; number of
men, 1,773.
Nevada Cavalry, for three years'
service, six companies.

Infantry, for three years' service,
three companies.
Total, nine companies; number of

EARL MAYS,
Palace Ave.
Santa Fe, N. M.

men, 1.080.

102 E.

Washington Infantry,
years' service and over,

for three
one

regi-

ment.

Number of men, 964.
Nebraska Cavalry, for three years'
service and over, one regiment; for
three years' service, four companies;
for. nine months' service, one regi-

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
.'

ment.

OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS

school whose aim is to prepare young men and women
for practical life under modern conditions. Complete

ff
JT 11

College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
C'vil and Electrical Engineering and in Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculture, courses in Stenography, and a four year preparatory

Infantry, for three years' service,
regiments; for three months' service, one regiment and eleven companies.

Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President

Garrison,

These celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
miles west
CHS Dwellings, twenty-fiv- e
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
o
Fe, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad, from which point a
'
daily line of stage runs to the springs.
The temperture of these waters is
from 90 to 122 degres. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude 6,000 feet Climate
very dry and delightful the entire
year round. There is now a commodious, hotel for the convenience of invalids and tourists. People suffelng
from consumption, cancer, and other
omtagious diseases, are not accepted,
fhese waters contain 1.626.24 trains
of alkaline Baits to the gallon, being
Bar-anc-

HOT SPIUJIGS.
the richest alkalin Hot Springs in the
world. The efficiency of these waters
has been thoroughly tested by the

miraculous cures attested to in the
;
Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brighfs
Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic
and Mercurial ' Affections, Scrofula,
Catarrh, La Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $15 per week; $50
per month.
Stage meets Denver
trains and waits for Santa Fe train
upon request. This resort is attractive at alt seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Caliente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a, m, and
reach Ojo Caliente at 6 p. m.. the
same day. For further particulars
address:
following diseases:

.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,
OJ

Proorietor

Cillsmo, TaoiCoaat?

N

.

Total, eight regiments and sixteen
companies; number of men, 6,561.
When we remember the small population, then in this Territory, the fact
that only about thirteen years had
elapsed since it was taken under the
United States flag, and that the overwhelming majority of the people were
of Spanish descent, and could not
American language at all,
speak
the above number of men given to the
Union army, is exceedingly creditable
to them and shows a marked contrast
to the other Bix territories then organized, all of which have been states
years ago, while New Mexico is still
in the waiting class.
I might add to the above that during
the Spanish war "we, more than filled
our quota, but that did not help us a
particle. I would like to ask Dog-ithe Manger Beveridge, why the people
of New Mexico were good enough for
soldiers forty-siyears ago and also
eleven years ago, and still are not
eopd enough for citizens? But I must
0 Mr. Beveridge the justice to say
hat he has one good reason (?) for
ftis hostility to the
people of New Mexico, some of them
speak English, but on the other hand
the reat discoverer who made it possible for the Hoosier Statesman (?)
to be. a Senator was as ignorant of
the language as any sheepherder in
our mountains.
No doubt Mr. Beveridge would have
refused the service of De Grasse, La
fayette, Rochambeau, Kosciusko and

te

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

0J0 CALIEfJTE

r;

five

course.

W. E.

Infantry, for one years' service, two
companies.
Total, two regiments and six
number of men, 3,157.
North and South Dakota Cavalry,
for three years' serlvce, two companies; number of men, 206.
New Mexico Cavalry, for three
years' service, one regiment; for six
months' service, one regiment; for
three years' service, five companies.
com-panie-

MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.

A
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the French soldiers and Bailors who
crossed the ocean to fight for our independence, bocause they could not
talk English. Now as Mr. Beveridge
is such a sturdy stickler for the English language, he surely must know
that thousands and tens of thousand
of aliens come into the United States
every month and they know no more
about English (and never will know)
than Atllla or Alaric, still they ure
considered perfectly qualified to become citizens and Mr. Beveridge has
never opened his mouth to make the
slightest protest against their admission as such. Perhaps it is because
they produce the gentle Anarchists
and "Black Hands," that the Hoosier
politician has been so silent about
their being so readily ground through
he mill Into which they go as raw,
very raw, material and come out full

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest"
Army Officers Detailed By War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

sir

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
ot any Military School In the Union. Located
a the beautiful Pecos Valley' the garden
spot ot the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
Ittie rain or snow during session.
Eleven OfUcers.and Instructors, all graduates from staidard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A Fllyan
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
COL. IAS. W. WILLSON,

fledged citizens. But this Is too large
a question for .the small brain of Mr.
Beveridge, who i a man of one idea,
and whose intellect (?) is too limited
to admit another; so for the present
we will bid him Adios.
Yours respectfully,
A. L. MORRISON.
"No-Drip-

"

silvered

Superintendent
ystoll

is the most clever little
Coffee

Strainer ever

invent-

Get one free ,from Dr. Shoop,
Racine, Wis., by the Coupon Plan.
The Coupon and Dr. Shoop's new book
on Health Coffee sent to any lady requesting them.. You can trick any
one by serving Dr. Shoop's Health
Coffee at meal time. Your visitor or
your husband will declare he is drink-lureal coffee and yet there is not
a grain of real coffee in Dr. Shoop's
Health Coffee. Pure grains, malt, and
nuts give Health Coffee its exquisite
taste and flavor. . No 20 to 30 minutes
tedious boiling. "Made in a minute."
Try it from your grocer and get a
lb. package,
pleasant
surprise. 1
"
25c. Sold by Cartwright-Davi- s
Co.
ed.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE
Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respec-

g

tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing

numbers.
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Look Into the Matter of Discriminating Freight Rates of
Which Complaint is Made.
Spokane, Wash.,1 June 3. Compromise rates, suggested by the Hill lines
in the Spokane case, on which the Interstate Commerce Commission will
give a hearing at Washington, D. C,
on June 9, were rejected by the shippers here following a closed conference with J. G. Woodworth, traffic
manager of the Northern Pacific Railway Company, and W. P. Kenney, assistant traffic manager of the Great
Northern Railway
company, who
sought to show that the proposed
schedule would result in benefit to
the people of Spokane. The railway
officials admit they failed in their
mission.
A. W. Doland, chairman of the Interstate Commerce Committee of the
Chamber of Commerce,
announces
that the shippers will insist upon the
enforcement of the commodity rates
ordered by the commission, also that
Spokane will petition in its supplemental proceedings, involving more
than 1,200 commodities, that cognizance be taken of rates from points
east of Chicago. The commission will
be asked to order rates on Western
shipments from Eastern and Atlantic
points which will bear the
same relation as those fixed from Chicago and Missouri river points to
Spokane.
"The real adjustment for which we
are contending is a rate to Spokane
on west-boun- d
shipments that will
not be more than 82 per cent of the
rate to the Pacific coast," said Mr.
Doland. "A decision to that effect
was given by the Interstate Commerce Commission in its first finding
in 1892. We are willing to pay for
actual service, mile for mile, taking
Into consideration the size and weight
of the article and the number of transfers, but we will continue to protest
the payment of coast rates, plus the
rate back to Spokane. We do not believe we ought to be forced to pay
more on a shipment of goods from
New York to Spokane than the shipper on the Pacific coast pays for a
haul 400-od- d
miles longer.
"We have received encouragement
from practically
every community
west of Denver between the Canadian
and Mexican lines, where the Hill,
Harriman and other linea have wrung
millions of dollars in excess of just
and reasonable rates from the people
of the interior, and it is expected the
larger cities will be represented at
Will

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

JJNTV ERSITY

at reasonable rates
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

J

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders
TO

.

All

Parts of the World

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent.

sea-boar- d

LIVERY STABLE
FINE RIGS. RELIABLE HORSES. SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line
Drivers Furnished. Rates Right

HAS. CLOSSQN.

sig1rg

the hearing."
"Stomach Troubles.
Many remarkable cures of stomach
troubles have been effected by Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
One man who had spent over two
thousand dollars for medicine and
treatment was cured by a few boxes
of, these 'tablets. Price 25 cents.
at all druggists.
Samples-fre- e

College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,
Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

527

mm

auo

8an Francisco Street

leiican Uares

m

Carlos

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather and Linen Drawn Work, Opals,
Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems.
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

n

x

Spanish-speakin-

g

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities.
Our solicitor, every piece of
work we turn out Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again.
We have all the facilities for turning
out every xlass of work, including one
of the best binderies In the West
; A
pain prescription is printed upon
each 25c box of Dr. Shoop'B Pink Tablets. Ask your Doctor or Druggists if
this formula is not complete. Pain
means congestion, blood pressure,
Head pains, womanly pains, pain anywhere get instant relief from a Pink
Pain Tablet. For sale by Stripling-BurroCo.
(.

ONLY

??KS SALE

kJX

of the finest

iJL--

Embroideries

-i

,

1 White

Goods

ALL OF THE VERY
EVER SHOWN IN THIS CITY.
LATEST AND NEWEST PATTERNS AND DESIGNS

INSPECTION IS RESPECTFULLY SOLICITED

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO.
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When it becomes established that ers will bring about results that will
making exaggerated statements in mean efficiency and economy. There
' mine
promotion means a year in the will be greater unity of action and
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHf Rt.
U. S. penitentiary at Leavenworth, stricter supervision than ever before.
and a fine besides, then the business
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
PRANK P. 8TURGE8,
Editor and "Pfesident.
of the promoter will become less popular. Before the late legislative
JOHN K. 8TAUFFER, Secretary-Treasure- r.
was a bill Introduced by
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Poatofflce.
Prince which had in view
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.- but it failed of
penalizing
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
aiz
mail
12.75
montas, by
Dally,
passage for well defined and well unI .20
Dally, per week, by carrier
uo derstood
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
weeK1y. Per
reasons, just as failed local
75
carrier
Dally, per mont. by
Attorney-at-Law- .
months
1.90
sis
the
revised
65 Weekly,
option, the printing of
flaily. rer month, by mall
Fe
Santa
New Mexico
measures
new
and
other
75
laws,
7.00
mall
county
Dally, per year, by
Weekly, per Quarter
meritorious bills that ran counter to
combination.
the
EDWARD C. WADE,
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
However, UncTe Sam is looking after
Attorney-at-Law- .
The New Mexican is tho oldest new spaper In New Mexico. It Is Eent to these matters himself much more vigPractices in the Supreme and Disorery postomce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation orously than in the past and is deal- trict Courts of the Territory, in the
ing dishonest promotion schemes such Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Maong the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
a blow that for a time even legitimate Surveyor General and U. S. Land
enterprise will be adversely affected, Offices..
but that in the end will result in much Las Cruces
New Mexico
good. No worthy enterprise will lag
;long when the public once under-- !
E. C. ABBOTT,
THE HARPOON.
PLANT TREES.
stands that misrepresentation in cir-- !
Attorney-at-Law- .
A novel publication has come to the culars and through other media will
Even greater than the need of forPractice in the District and Suest and range preservation, is that of editorial sanctum of the New Mexican.; be punished.
preme Cojrts. Prompt and careful
tree planting. It Is in reforestation It la called "The
a Magazine
attention given to all business.
that the main work of the forestry that hurts." It isHarpoon,
New Mexico
rallies that cul- Santa Fe
..The
published ;at Phoenix,-service should lie and the greatest Arizona,
and Is aimed'to-stothe minated last evening in ' a crowded
efforts should be made to educate the abuses' in
the Railway ; Mail Service. meeting at ;jthe opera house at which
RENEHAN & DA VIES.
public. By far the greater force of The- first number,
on June 1, good, sensible speeches 'were made In
appeared
A.
B.
.. E. P. Davie,
outRenehan,
men has been employed in lines
and it is a vigorous one. The writer favor of closing the saloons, augur
Attorneys-at-Law- .
side those of planting, and to every
knows well that the abuses spoken of well for the success of the
Practice in the Supreme and Disten or twenty men in inspection and do
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OF SANTA FE.

The oldest banking institution in New Mexico.
Established
in 1870.
R. J. PALEN, President,
L- A. HUGHES,
ice President.

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
A, H. BRODHEAD,

-

Assistant Cashier.

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000
SURPLUS AND UNDIVIDED PROFITS- -

$75,000

Transacts a general banking business in all its brancaes.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys ard sells
domestic and foreign exchange and. makes
telegraphic
transfer of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
liberal terms as are given bj any money transmiting
agency
public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on six months' or
year's
time, Liberal advances made on consignments of livestock
and products. The bank executesnal' orders of its patrons in
the banking line, and aims to extend to them as liberal
treatment in all respects, as is consistent with safety and
the principles oi sound banking. Safety deposit boxes for
rent. The patronage of the public respectfully solicited.
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PflLflCEHOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One

of the Best Hotel in the West

Cuisine and
Table Service
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Unexcelled

'
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,

....

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE?

'.AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

HOTEL
X E. LACOME
"

d,

Proprietor

Commodious Sample Room
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted. Every Room
a Good One,

f

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

.

FREES" THE BUTTON WE DO THE
REST,

"MontheEuropean Plaifr

(

CORONADO hotel
f

G1Lupe Herrera, Prop,

under-estimate-

'

FIRST CLASS RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION
Short Order & Spanish
Dishes Speciality

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

RATES 50c. Up.

EUROPEAN PLAN Mc AND 76c v
AMERICAN PLAN
SPECIAL RATES BY THE WEEK

$1.60

THE HOTEL KIORMANDIE

....

J. W. PRESTON, Proprietor.
NEAT LUNCH COUNTER
.5KS?fc5?B
LADIES' DINING ROOM
SANTA:

oo5S1tt
arvrsx skmesbil.

F, N. M.

--

KODAKS & PHOTO

SUPPLIES
We Make

a

a ART PICTURES

11 MM

DEVELOPING'PRINTING
AND ENLARGING.

;

Specialty o
Mail orders given prompt attention.

tond lor Catalogue
HGWLAND A DEWEY COMPANY.
510 8. Broadway, Lu Angeles.

0

LOCATION. Newly Re
HOTF.I . OR ANHFr .CENTRAL
novated. Rooms single or en Suite
running water; free bath. Reason. ,

ouiu ruies

iorme summer.

bra VENDER

& DITZ,

6tn.

;

-

Bts,
spring
Los Angeles. Oal.

PAUL P. LACASSAQNE

CARRIAGE & SIGN PAINTER
FURNITURE
PUNTING &
REPAIRING

ATTRACTIVE SIGNS

ILL KI1DS

& STYLES

110 Guadalupe

St
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g Franklin flick President
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SANTA FE, N. M.

DEPOSIT your money with the bank that taket
care of Its customers at all times. We want your
" business with the assurance tha you willsincereceive
fair treatment. The growth of our business
Come in to see us. v e
tells its own story
'
'
' are at your service, :

.

Dec-emb-

iYOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED.

.

DIRECTORS
G. FRANKLIN
W.

8.

N. B. LAUGHLIN

FLICK

J.

DAVIS
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OF TRIMMED AND UNTRIMMED

Hats, Baby Bonnets, etc.

LANIY

R. H.HANNA.

WW

We Can Furnish Your House in

SOUTHEAST

RUGS AND

tered at the Palace.
A. Week, a New York traveling
man, is in town visiting the trade. He
is stopping at the Palace.
L. S. Estle, of Kansas City, is in
town representing a real estate firm.
He is a guest at the Palace.
Judge H. L. Waldo has returned to
his headquarters at Las Vegas from
a visit to his home in Kansas City.
Charles Bohman, a Chicago traveling man, is in-- town calling on the
trade. He is stopping at the Claire.
J. W. Ridge, a traveling man from
Louisville, is in the city selling hardware. He is quartered at the Claire.
Mls E. N. Davis of Chicago, a lady
traveler, is in town calling on the
trade. She is a guest at the Palace.
A. C. Ringland, chief of the district forester's office at Albuquerque,
is in Santa Fe today on forestry matters.
M. A. Martin, a traveling man from
Albuquerque, was an arrival on the
noon train today.
He is at the

New Mexico, 1899, 1901

WE FRAME PICTURES

AND

REPAIR

Charles Wagner Furniture Co.
No. 10

No. 10

If you wan: anything on earth
New Mexican want "ad.'

a

Assurance

Rational Life

The Colorado

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BER6EEE, Manaoer for New Mexico

A. M,
tanta Fe,

N. M.

'

Catron Block

.

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL ASSORT-MEN- T
OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC MAKES EVER SHOWN AT

-J-

Chiffoniers,
Dressers,
Sideboards,
China Closets,
Rockers Cha'rs,
& Tables

WHEN YOUR HOUSE IS ON FIRE
It is

lite to repair leaky Hose
Try Our 5 & 7 Ply Now
too

All Kinds of Oar- von linDleQivnts.

Iron and Wire
Fencinir, the best
In the Market.
We Handlo
t'NION LOCK

Masonic

Hall,

south

side of Plaza

Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are
dially invited to attend.
i
i
,

cor-

CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32nd,
Venerable Master.
.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14th,

5
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1909 Models A1

oa Sale at

nl

rata

Garage

Ros-wel-

Representing the Mitchell, Moline, Mclntyre and Zimmerman
Factories. These factories are noted for their excellent cars, who, Instead of building down t,o a cheap price car, build up to a machletfs
standard, as good a bar as a, man would care to own. The Mitchell
people have built $11,000,000 worth of cars within the past few years,
and their current year's production will eaual 18,000 cars.
The Moline car occupies a position of high favor among automobile, users, .Models "K" and "M" for 1909, are two models of still
higher excellence than their satisfactory models of last season, and
have proven themselves the cars for anywhere. ;
,
High wheelers in solid rubber tires are represented by the Mclntyre and the Zimmerman cars. These cars can be furnished in 26
styles of commercial and passenger combinations from $250 up.
The people realize that the motor driven vehicles have proven
good and is here to stay. It is erroneous to suppose that only expert mechanical, engineers can own and operate a motor driven car,
'
many ladles drive their cars.
At present quotations they are relatively cheaper thui horses-che- aper
to maintain.- In it's adoption you take nothing from the
horse except that part which can better and cheaper be done with the
motor vehicle. ..You drive the car yourself. You get the real zest of
motoring by handling the levers and steering the car yourself.
Free road demonstrations are given to interested parties any time,
,,.'-..:-

;..--

-
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O. W. ALEXANDER

8an Francisco Street

Sleep

Our Corliss-Coocollars,
2 for 25cts, are four ply.
n

White dress shirts 7octs to
$1.50

Splendid line good work
shirts blue shambray etc.

N. M.

CHASE

and Bear brand guarantfed "Sox" as
good as the best at the popular price 25cis
Porosknit underwear fehirts and drawers $1.00
suit, you can tell it by.the label.
Pine Derby-ribbeunderwear 60cts the suit.
are marked down to start
HUP
JVI PDITPQ 0D( do notask for cut rates
Shaw-kni- t

ITHE

THE ONE PRICE
STORE

& SANBORN'S

mm t

COFFEES & TEAS

l.

Every cup made from
Chase & Sanborn's
High Grade Coffee
Is always the best, always i
the same. Those who
discriminate, find in Chase &
sanborn's Coffee a quality
.
mat is unequalled In any
otner.

IISURANCE
III ESTATE IfflBiS

We have just completed arranges en ts to handle large
tracts of Agricultural, Grazing and Timber lands in Texas

and the Republic of Mexico, besides the large number of
good propositions we have to effer in New Mexico. These
are SPECIAL BARGAINS; prices and terms right.
Fox
Call on ox BAdxaes

from 25cts to 40cts
per lb.
Toon from 40cts to 80c ts
1Mb

Faxtle-valsixi-

per lb.

1

FRESH STRAWBERRIES
received three times a
week

II
I

19

UPPER SAN FRANCIS
SANTA FE,

I
I

S. KAUNE ft

WE
I

COMPANY

GO STREET,

NEW MEXICO.

PHONE
RED

189-

-
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rDrink

Also Home Grown
Asparaps
EVERY MORNING

H.

--
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Be on Safe Side

San Francisco St

Store

"MICH CRAM)

"

had.
GEO. M: KINSELL

THE CASH
STORE

COFFEI

Insured

294

Santa Fe,

50cts.

rilVCo

SOLE AGENTS FOR

When Property is

Better
insure your
property at once. We
'.. want to write you
a
policy the best to be

Refrigerators SFreezers

d

fell

It's satisfaction indeed
when you retire to real-- '
Ize that your savings
are properly protected
from loss by fire. No
worry comes to you if
you carry adequate Fire
Insurance.

mm
mi?
mm

GET AWAKE AND SAVE YOUR
NICKELS AND DIMES BY PURCHASING YOUR OUTFIT AT THE
"RACKET".
Pew mens collars are four-ply- .
Cut up some and see.

B. P. O. E.

an

Yon

nil

Summer Wear For Men

.

i

i

Everything in

WK

S.

two weeks.
Mrs. Max Nordhaus and child of
Las Vegas, who have been visiting in
Albuquerque, are in Santa Fe for the
part of the summer, at the residence
of A. Staab, East Palace Avenue,
father of Mrs. Nordhaus.
Harry W. Kelley, the wholesale
merchant, has returned to Las Vegas
from a trip to Washington, D. C. He
was accompanied
by his daughter,
Mrs. M.
Helen, and his mother-in-law- ,
M. Evans of Evansburg, Pa.
C. F. Kanen, corporation clerk in
the office of Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa, has returned from a business visit to his former home at
He reports that city prosperous although the cattlemen are suffering severely from the drouth. The
farmers, on the other hand, are doing well, and the industry of feeding
lambs for market is assuming such
proportions that alfalfa fields are
leased to the feeders for the first
and second crops of alfalfa, at good
prions. -

,J-

EVEN THEN KEEP COOL

Secretary.

'

to

A

Soo our Line of
Lawn Hose, Hose
ITn in lul. I niru at r
1
WW.
111.11.111).

vocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. J. CRANDALL. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
14th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening in

8AVK YOU MONRY

All kinds of the latest in
Hall Trees,

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1,
R. A. M.
Regular con-

B. Jamison, district law offthe forest service is up on
official business from Albuquerque.
He is at the Palace.
Charles Ilfeld, a well known businessman, is home in the Meadow
City, from a visit to New York and
other Eastern business centers.
Cicero Weidner,, rancher and fruit
raiser at Pojoaque northern Santa Fe
county and former city marshal, was
a business visitor in Santa Fe today.
George Sherrard, a traveling man
from Salt Lake City, is in town representing a Louisville "Sheep and Cat-- !
tie Dip" firm. He is stopping at the
Palace.

I- Nt'l

UST

"WK CAN

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg
u1ar
communication
first Monday of each
month
Masonic
at
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE,
Worthy Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460. B. P. O. u.
holds its regular session on the sec
"W. S. Hopewell, A. B. McGaffey ond ana fourth Wednesdays of each
and E. W. Dobson returned last night month. Visiting brothers are invited
DAVID KNAPP.
from Santa Fe, where they have been and welcome.
for the past few daws on court busi- ' '
Exalted Ruler.
J. D. SENA. Secretary.
ness." Albuquerque Citizen.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan and family have returned from
a three weeks automobile trip which
took them through the lower Pecos
H.
KAUNE & GO.
valley and Sacramento mountains.
W. D. Hayes, in the silviculture of
the Forestry service, has gone to Willow creek and the Chaperito Divide on
THE LEADING
the upper Pecos to replant burnt
areas. He will be gone ten days to

NEW LACE CURTAINS

FURNITURE

MASONIC.

James

Company

OF

FBATEBDH SOCIEfltS

icer of

NEW

A

CAR

trv

n

THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

ALSO

1903,

Calvin Nyce and D. H. Nyce of Pasadena, California, are in town today
seeing the sights. They are guests
at the Palace.
Mrs. Thomas R. Stewart, wife of
Santa Fe Commandery No.
the supervisor of the Pecos forest,
1. K. T. Regular conclave
has gone to El Paso where she will
fourth
Monday Jn each
spend a month.
month at Masonic Hall at
William
District Clerk
E. Martin 7:30
p. m.
came to Albuquerque yesterday from
H. F. STEPHENS, E. C.
Socorro to meet Governor Curry-oPERCY F. KNIGHT, Recorder.
to
Socorro.
his way

Full

Phone

HOUSE FURNISHERS
AND UNDERTAKERS

Phone

We bought low and are willing to
give our customers the benefit

Cover Pocket Docket, single. $1.26;
two or more books, $1 each; New
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
8 and 10 Inclusive $3.80
each; Compil
atlon Corporation Laws, 75c; Compila-ges-t
of New Mexico Reports,
full
tioa Mining Laws. 50c: Money's Dl- sheep, $6.60; full list school blanks.

the Palace.

FURNITURE.

ART SQUARES

English and Spanish pamphlets, $.25;
full leather, $3; Sheriff's
Flexible

George R. Cowherd, a traveling man
from La Junta, is in town visiting
local merchants. He is quartered at

DAVENPORTS OF LATEST MAKE

and

Mail Order Solicited.

Dont fail to see our bargainslo

herewith are some Dargains o5erei
the New Mexican Printing Com
pany: Code of Civil Frocedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexicc Code, Laws of

Palace.

AXMINSTER
CARPETS

TAPESTRIES,

CORNER PLAZA

by

M. B. Levy, who travels out of Lincoln Nebraska, is in town today calling on the merchants. He is at the

BRUSSELS AND

Phone No 83.

MISS A. MUG LEE.

Claire.

FURNITURE OF ALL KINDS

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE

at

--

I

BANK AND

Reduction Sale

mention)

Captain Carlos Vlerra has returned
from a trip to Las Vegas.
Mrs. David J. Leahy and children of
Las Vegas, are visiting relatives at
Raton.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mount
ed Police, ia attending court at Los(
Lunas.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
has returned to Santa Fe from Laa
Lunas.
J. W. Kibber a Columbus, Ohio, traveling man, is in town registered at
the Palace.
Karl H. Vesper, a San Francisco
traveling man, is in town today quar-

Capital Stock

PAGE FIVE.

26.

GO.

1

Pabst

j DlGNEO

3

&

NAPOLEON Agts.

Blue Ribbon
Bock Beer
Malt Tonic

WEE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
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flew Mexico Central Railroad; Time Table.

n

READ UP

KKAD DOWN

THURSDAY, JUNE 3,

No woman can be happy
without children; it is her
nature- tn Inv " ttipm
,.. ac mncti
11IUW1I
1 l
u
is
soas
beautiful
the
and
imlff
The ordeal through
M. JM. JMMav which he
expectmt mother
must pass is so full of dread that the thought fills her with apprehension.
There is no necessity for the reproduction of life to be either very
painful or dangerous. The use of Mother's Friend prepares the system
This
for the coming event, and it is passed without any danger.
"

NO 4
4 25pm
6 08pm
6 49 pm

0
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40,8
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613 pm
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46 pm
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Willlard
Progreso
Biauca
Torrance
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Lv
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"

Kansas City
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Chicago
Kl Paso
Roswell

"

1TO

8 00 a m

il
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KSTANUl A

"
Ar.
Ar.

861
1.159
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Kennedy
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"

115.6

Ar.
"
"
"
"

Santa Fe

Lv.
"
"
"
"

80.0
91.7
99.2

7 47 p m
8 20pm

Altitude

STATIONS

MILKS

Ar
"

'
"

'

7,0131

3

6.0T8
6.367

2

05pm
)8 p
39

m

pm
115pm
1

6.136

,4

12 68

pm

6,(93

12 42

6,086
6,167
6,214
MHO

12 17
11 63
11 38
11 05
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pm
am
am
am

750
600
602

1002

S.m

6 55

40

10

SUMMER
Tourist Hates

am
pm
m

with but little suffering.

pin
130pm
7,30

SANTA FE N, M.

am

"
"

il

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Pacific

No. 1,
DAILY
00 a.
10 12 a.
10 36 a,
10 60 a.
11 06 a.
U 20 a.

10

11 46
12 20
12 46

I
8

84
4

4
36
6

6

80
60
15
46
58
60
15
35
08

7
1. 10
7. 23
7. 46

(

a.
p.
p,
p.
p.
p.
p
p.
p.
p,
p.
p.
p.
p.
p.

Miles From
Dei Moines
:o

m.
m.
m.
m.
m,
m
m.
m.
m.
m,
m.
m,
m.
m.
m.
m.
m,
m.
m.
in.
m.

U
11

16
20
26
81
42

48
42

49
68

66
68
77

94

STATIONS. I

$21.10
PUEBLO, COLO.

49
46
88
82
29
24
18
7

6 SO P.
6 15 p.

"

Clifton House Junction "
Arr.
Arr,
RATON N M"
Lv.
Lv.
"
Clifton House Junction
Lv
"
Preston
"
Koehler
"
Koehler Jnct,
"
Colfax
Oerrososo
Arr
Lv.
CIMARRON N. M.
Lv.
Arr
N. M,
Nash
Lv
.
"
Harlan
;
Ute Park

Connect! with E, P. A 8. W. Ry. train No.

124

7
18
23

41

47
60

466
4 86
4 26

366
3 30
2 55
2 80
12 25
12 05
11 40
11 06
11 15
110 15
9 43
9 25
7 60
7 40

725
700

63

69

arriving

M., 6! 15 p. m.

RATON,

RATON. N.

JH.

m,
m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m.
p. m,
p. ra
p. m.
p. m.
a. m.
a' m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.
a. m.

$52.45

M-

RATON.

-

SEATTLE, WASH.,

$55.90
TICKETS will be on sale dally
June 1st. to Sept. 80th. Good for
return passage until October 31st.
1909.

Low Excursion rates .to all parts
of United States Canada and Mexico,
via the SANTA FE.

REUINON
Alamogordo N. M,
$13.40
TO EL PASO '
and Return

$3.25
EL PASO TO
ALAMOGORDO
and Return

N. M,

- WEST

CALIFORNIA

EXCURSIONS

-

LOS ANGELES
SAN DIEGO

New Mexico Central
I

SAN FRANCISCO

E. P. & s. w.

$45.20
June 24 to July 10
July 27 to Aug. 6
Return liinit Oct, 31.

CLOSE CONNECTIONS

FAST, SCHEDULES

Stop-OYe-

El Paso, Texas,

V

"Santa Fe

Direct loute

FURTHER

INFORMATION,
RATES FOR DIVERSE
ROUTES,
etc., CALL ON OR ADDRESS

H. S. Lutz,
Agent,
Santa Fe, N. M.

The Mining Camp; of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
is Via the

&

DDL

1

(Homestead Entry No. 8408.)
Notice For Publication.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Sant, Fe, N. M.,
May 18, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Miguel
Romero, of Nambe, N. Mex., who, on
July 19, 1905. made Homestead Entry
No. 8408, for SB 4 SE
Sec. 24; E
2
NE
NE
SB
Section
25, Township 19 N., Range 10 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in.
tentlon to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the Register and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. Mex., on the
24th day of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rafael Montoya, Anadeto Contreras,
Apolonlo Lobato and Juan Tafoya, all
of Santa Fe, N. Mex.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
1--

Through the fertile San LuisJ valley, Also to the
San Juan country of Colorado.
For information a3 to rates, train service, descrip-

1--

tive literature, etc. call on or address
S K. HOOPER, G. P.

Denver, Colo.

T. A.
H. oMcBRIDE, Agent.
Santa Fe, N.

J.

il

From

Rheuma-tls-

It Is a mistake to allow rehumatlsm
to become chronic, as the pain can
always be relieved, and in most cases
a cure effected by applying Chamberlain's Pain Balm. The relief from
pain which lt affords is alone worth
many times Its cost. It makes sleep
and rest possible. Even in cases of
long standing this liniment should toe
used on account of the relief which it
affords.
25 and 50 cent sinzes for
sale by all druggists.

i

1--

.

PROPOSALS FOR BUILDINGS.

SEVEN YEAR
OLD BOY SHOT
Killing Is the Old Story of the Accidental Discharge of a Fire
Weapon.

At Las Vegan, on Sunday, twelve
year old Leopoldo Montoya, son of
Florentino Montoya, accidentally shot
and killed seven year old Jose Lina
Tafoya, son of Juan D. Tafoya, with a
38 caliber revolver.
The bullet entered the body five inches above the
navel and ranged downward through
the abdomen after breaking two ribs
and piercing the liver. The boy died
fourteen hours after the accident on
Monday morning in terrible agony.
A book on Rheumatism, and a trial
of Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic
Remedy liquid or Tablets is being
sent free to sufferers by Dr. Shoop;
of Racine, Wis. You that are well,
get this book for some discouraged,
disheartened sufferer! Do a simple
act of humanity! Point out this way
to quick and certain relief! Surprise
some sufferer, by first getting from
me the booklet and the test. He will
appreciate your aid. For sale by Stripling--

Prpnmor onil Wnwnrrl Vn.iie'hn.
thS"
own each a third interest in the prop- '1
J. Mex., "New Mexican", Santa
to camp .and will j g,uetlu'
out
erty, have gone
N. Mex.,
Improvement Bulletin".
,, .
Minneapolis. Minn.. "Const ruction Nawi
111.,
"American
Chicago
Contractor". ChiiSam Baldwin is open to congratula
cago. 111.. Builder and Contractor" Los Anbabe
geles Oal U. S, Indian Warehouse. Chicago.
tions over the advent of a girl
111., St. Louis, Mo., Omaha. Nebr.. San Franat his home.
cisco. Cal.. New York. N. Y. Builders A
of the Trade i s Kxchanges, St. Paul, Minn , Omaha.
Thomas P. Gable,
Nebr,, Minneapolis, Minn.. Northwestern
penitentiary, is down from his home Manufacturers, Association, St. Paul, Minn.,
Navajo Agency. Kor further
at Trinidad on a visit to his old and at theaddress
Peter Paquettc. Superparticulars
friends.
intendent, Fort Defiance, Arizona... R. (J.
VALENTINE.
Commissioner.
been
Acting
who
has
teaching
John Ortiz,
school at Zia Pueblo, is home for his
PROPOSALS FOR DAY SCHOOL BUILDsummer vacation.
INGS, uepartment of the Interior. Office
returnTwitchell
of Indians affairs. Washington, D, O. May
District Attorney
21 190, SEALED PROPOSALS,
plainly
ed last night from Kansas City.
marked on the outside of sealed envelope
P. A. Piersol was today appointed Proposals for Day School Building, Santa
Fe, New Mexico", and addressed to the
road supervisor for the Golden and Commissioner
of Indian Affairs, Washing-ton.C will be received atthelndian Office
San Pedro districts.
until two o'clock p. m. June 25, lt09, for furnishing and delivering the necessarv matelabor required to construct and
by rials and school
Everyone would be benefited
houses, quarters and outcon- complete
for
Laxative
Orino
houses
at the San Juan aiid Taos Pueblos,
taking Foley's
in
strict
accordance
with plans and
stipation, stomach and liver trouble,
Instructions to bidders, which
and
breath
stomach
as it sweetens the
may be examined at this Office, the offices,
of the ''Improvement Bulletin," Minneagently stimulates the liver and reg polis,
Minn., the "American Contractor,"
ulates the bowels and is much supe Chicago 111., the "Citizen", Albuquerque,
M.
N.
The
"New Mexican". Santa Fe.N.M.
rior to pills and ordinary laxative. the Builders'
and Traders' Exchanges at
Why not try Foley's Orino Laxative Omaha. Nebr., St. Paul and Minneapolis,
Minn., the Northwestern Manufacturers
today? Sold by all druggists.
Association, St. Paul. Minn., the U. 8.
Indian Warehouses at Chlcogo, III., St. Louis
Mo Omaha Nebr.. New York, N. Y. and
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
at the Santa Fe School, For further information
apply to O. J. Orandall. Superinten(Homestead Entry No. 7888.)
dent Indian School, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
R
G.VALKNTINE, Acting Commissioner
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
May 4, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Fred
TOURIST
Thayer of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on
TICKET !b
April 6, 1904, made homestead entry
No. 7888, for lots 3 and 5, Sec. 28;
lot Ne Meiico Central Eallroafl
lot 1, Sec. 33, and E 2 NW
1, Section 34, Township 16 N, Range
IN CONNECTION WITH
10 E., N. M. P.Meridian, has filed nofinal
five
to
make
tice of intention
CHICAGO ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC
year proof, to establish claim to the
LIMITED TBAIWS
land above described, before the register and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., Oq Sale June 1st to Sept.,
30th 1909.
on June 16, 1909.
Good Returning October 31st
Claimant names as witnesses:
1909.
Nicolas Gutierrez, Guadalupe Maes,
Tomas Maes, and Dolores H. Maes,
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
To CHICAGO ILL
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

-

SfflSlW

.

speclll-cationa-

Summer

1--

1--

$50.35

To ST. LOUIS MO.
TO

AND

FROM

$44.35

ROSWELL.

made with Automobile
To KANSAS CITY MO
line at Torrance for 'Roswell. daily,
Automobile leaves Torrance for Roswell at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
at 12, noon. Automobile leaves RosAlso Special Rates
Co.
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arLOS ANGELES and SAN
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The To
and other
FRANCISCO
NOTICE.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
of
Territorial
points.
Engineer is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Department
First publication May 20, 1909.
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on autoP. I YNG,
Last publication June .10, 1909.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard,
& Passenger Agent
Freight
City,
Santa Fe, N. M., May 14, 1909.
.
manager. Automobile Line.
on
the
is
Notice
hereby given that
10th day of May, 1909, in accordance
with Section 26, Irrigation Law of
1907, L. T. Hardy of Espanola, coun- tv of Rio Arriba. Territory of New
Mexico, made application to the Ter
The following are suggested to thejthirsty as something cool and inviting
ritorial Engineer of New Mexico for
WILD OHKRRY
GINGERALK;
from
the
to
,
a permit
LEMON SODA
appropriate
VANILL- AFIZZ
KLONDIKE
ROOT
BEER
nubile waters of the Territory of
8ARSA PARRILLA
STRAWBERRY
Connection

$35.35

J.

.

FOR

:JTO

Ell

No Need of Suffering

Burrows

1909

Allowed

rs

Born in Iowa.
Our family were all born and raised
in Iowa, and have used Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
(made at Des Moines) for years. We
know how good it is from long experience in the use of it. In fact, when
in El Paso, Texas, the writer's life
was saved by the prompt use of this
remedy. We are now engaged in the
mercantile business at Narcoossee,
Fla., and have introduced the remedy
here. It has proven very successful
and is constantly growing in favor.
Ennis Bros. This remedy Is for sale
by all druggists.

treatment

$35.20

H

V. R. STILES
General Passenger Agent."

:

Dates of Sale, June 6, 7,
and 8 Return limit June
11th, 1909.

TRAVEL VIA

Fowler, Estancia; Mrs. Hattie
Denver; W. H. Pankey, Lamy.
Coronado.
Norman
Gilles, Silverton; John
Nelson, Durango;
Brown, James
C. W.
Frank Gorman. Alamosa;
L.
City.
E.
Kent,
Heardy, City;
Stan-fiel-

$67.30

In Dawion, N.

Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who. on
March 15, 1904, made Homestead Entry No. 7849 Serial No. 03721, for SE
Section 15, Township 14 N. Range
12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed
notice of Intention to make final proof,
to ostablish claim to the land above
described before Register and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 7th day
of June, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Encarnauon Gonzales, Pedro Gonzales, Atanaclo Gollegas, Fernandy
Gonzalea, of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Depart
ment of the Interior, Office of Indian
Affairs. Washington, D. 0 May 22, 1909, Sealed proposals plainly marked on the outside
of the sealed envelope
"Proposals for
Buildings, Ohin Lee School, Arizona", and
addressed to the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs. Washington, 1). O.. will be received
at the Indian Office until two o'clock
m.
of June 21. 1909. for furnishing materialsp.and
labor to construct and complete, buildings,
etc.. for the Chin Lee School Plant, Navajo
Agency, Arizonaln strict accordance with
who the plans, specifications and instructions-

r,

S. Ramsay, Albuquerque; H. Schayler,
Mountainair; J- - .C. Moelin, Lee

PITTSBURGH, PA.

TRAVELING

EAST

Ditt-me-

$18.15

t Connects with E. P. A 8. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawion, N. M.,
1:55 a. m.
,
f Stage for van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
NORTH BOUND
SOUTH BOUND.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8,' 9:27 a. m.
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
TracK connection with A. T. 4 8. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
A 8. at Des Moines, E. P A 8 W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Cimarron, N, M., ts depot for the following polnte In New Mexico: Ocato,
""
,...
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Ute Park, N. M., Is depot foe following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
seco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes, Cerro,
Elizabethtown,
Lobo,
Queata, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
B. J, DEDMAN,
W. A. GORMAN,
J, van HOUTEN;
V.
Pres. and Oen Mgr. Gen- - Pass- - Agent
Superintendent
N- -

SPRINGS,

CITY OP MEXICO
Arr,
Lv.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

(Forest Reserve. Not Coal Land.)
Department of the Interior.
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M.. April 10, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Dolores1

0.

COLORADO
No 2
DAILY

"

Cunningham

$16.35

Raton

N; "M.
"
"

Lv, Des Moines,
Rumaldo,
Dedman
Oapulln
Vigil
Thompson

MO.

DENVER, COLO.

Miles From

WHEN THE CLOCK
HANDS TURN BACK

From The Dally New Mexican
Kansas City; George Taken
of June 3rd, 1889.
Charles
Sherrard, Satl Lake City;
E.
N.
P.
Stimmel,
Antonito;
Carruth,
A dispatch from Pittsburg says:
Davis, Chicago; George R. Cowherd,
La Junta; J. W. Kibber. Columbus; "A terrible disaster hag befallen
A. Week, New York; M. B. Levy, Lin- Johnstown, Pa. By the bursting of a
coln; Karl H. Vesper, San Francisco; great reservoir on Conemaugh creek
Harold B. Jamison, H. R. Hammond, above the town, the city was instantly
flooded. Great destruction to property
Albuquerque.
was immediately wrought. The disClaire.
Charles aster had been foreseen and hundreds
J. W. Ridge, Louisville;
A.
C.
had left for places of safety, but even
Sauerman,
Bohman, Chicago;
Chamita; J. A. McDougal, Buckman; thenthe loss of life was appalling. It is
The
James Maier, Las Vegas; H. Zimmer- believed that 8,000 perished.
man, Nebraska City; Miss M. A. monetary loss is estimated at
Charles
Fire breaking out has added
Martin, Albuquerque;
Colorado Springs; M. L. Cooper, to the terrlbleness of the situation.
Hon. T. B. Catron was a visitor at
L. E. White, Albuquerque.
the Lucky mine yesterday.
Normandle.
Iron and galena is said to have been
Mrs. E. F. Holdrein, Tulia. Texas;
Bias Duran and wife, Duran; George struck in the Black Hawk. C. M.

$44.35

PASSENGER SCHEDULE
In Effect July 14, 1908.

;FMiHE

L. E. Estle,

st. Lours,

Comoany.

Railway

REGULATOR

Palace.

$35.35

St. Louis Rocky Mt. &

BRADFIELD

iE

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

$50.35

Tickets to all parts of the world' Pullman borths reserved Kxcluslve Steamship
Lines Agency,
J. P. LYNC.
Information furnished upon requeet.
City Freight and Passenger Agent,
Laugliliii Building

Book containing Information of
to all expectant mothers mailed free.

Atlanta, am.

TO
CHICAGO, ILLS.

f9 hours
39

women through the crisis jlYJ

00 P

Local Freight Trains leaves Santa Fe Monday, Wednesday and Friday at
Leaves Torrance Tuesduy. Thursday and Saturday at 7.30 a. m
Hassenirers so desiring will lie allowed to ride on those trains

From Santa Fe to Kansas City
toSt. Louts
"
"
" to
Chicago

ivl nfTIWnnr7TfR

NO. 3

1909.

1--

1--

1--

SOFT DRINKS

New Mexico.
Such appropriation Is to be made
from Rio del Medio at points whence
the N. W. corner, T. 20 N., R. 10 E.,
bears N. 37 degrees, 50 minutes W.
175.12 Chns. By means of diversion
and 40 cubic feet per second is to
be conveyed to whonce N. W. Cor.
T. 20 N., R. 10 E. bears N. 34 "de
grees 41 minutes W. 142.50 Chns. By
means of pipe line, etc., ana mere
used for power, water being returned
to river at same point.
All persons who may oppose the
granting of the above application
must file their objections, substantiated by affidavits, (properly backed)
with the Territorial Engineer on or
before four weeks from date of last
publication hereof.
VERNON L. SULLIVAN,
Territorial Engineer.

COCA COLA

J&lmo Talsl
All drinks are made
from Altered Water

MJja.Ma.al "SXTtr

38 and have
your orderes delivered

Telephone No.

Santa Fa Bottling Worka
HENRY KRICK, 'XnWe. New Mexico

Ideal Summer Eealtli Resort
hills on the
Nliffdene, located among pine-cla- d
--Jf
Pecos River. 2 miles from Rowe Station on
the main line of the A. T. & S. P.

Good Hunting and Fishing

Makes this the most delightful resort in

-

f-

that hang on weaken the
constitution and develop Into consumption. Foley's Honey and Tar
cures persistent coughs that refuse to
yield to other treatment. Do not
experiment with untried remedies as
delay may result in your cold settling
on your lungs. Sold by all druggists.
Colds

IRON BREW

ORANGE

m

HA

mmm mm

I
'

L3

.,

$i.BO! par day,

New-Mexic-

$a.OOpar waak, maala 50e.

ror riartb.r

,

Infemaatlon. Jt44xoo
MRS. H- - E BERGMAN
ROWE, NEW MEXICO.

THURSDAY'

JUNf

3, 1909.

THE PEOPLE'S FORUM.
Under this heading, the New Mexican Is willing to publish expressions
on the local questions now pending,
that of abolishing the saloons and
that of adopting the Roswell plan of
city government. The communications should not be more than a column in length, should be typewritten
on one side of the paper, and should
be free from personalities.
They
should be signed, not for the purpose
of publishing the name, but as a
guaranty of good faith.
A Saloonkeeper for Temperance.
After his debate with Mayor Rose
at Milwaukee on the liquor question
President Samuel Dickie received a
remarkable letter from a saloonkeeper
-

of Toledo

business at

C. Bartholomew,
doing
Dr.
624 Monroe street.

Dickie was suspicious of the letter at
first, but on investigation found it entirely genuine and written in good
faith. Mr. Bartholomew has kept a
saloon for many years, but is so dis-

gusted at length with the business
that he is getting out. His letter expresses confidence that the prohibition champion will easily get the better of his antagonist in the saloon debates and offers him a number of sugThe
gestions for his arguments.
writer Bays:
"There i nothing in the whole
universe that equals the waste produced by liquor. Every drink you
take represents nothing simply nothing. Liquor is the promoter of nearly
every evil. I have watched the new
beginner year after year. I have
watched him develop from a shy, timid drinker to a rough and ready drinker, willing to. get full at any and all
times. It Is the coming generation
that we must protect. While prohibition may not exist exclusively in time
to come, it will be the means of exterminating tens of thousaids of grogshops, which will lessen the inducements of our boys to drink. The saloon is soon to become a thing of the
past. The brewers, the saloonkeepers
and the distillers realize the fact, and
they are making the fight of their
lives, but it has availed them nothing up to the present time. They are
falling not one by one but forty to
eighty and a hundred at a lick. The
liquor element are holding up their
statistics to show that if it
were not for the brewery and saloonkeepers to pay the tax and use up the
products of the country, the great
and glorious United States of America must fall. Now, Mr. Dickie, you
just tell Mr. Rose for me that the
laboring community can well afford to
pay the tax direct from their own
pockets, and they would be saving 100
per cent on the amount they were formerly spending for booze."
J. Fanning O'Reilly, identified with
the liquor business in New York City,
writes to Mida's Criterion of Chicago,
a trade journal for dealers in wet
"
goods: "It is hard to disguise the fact
that the trade as a whole is suffering
from persistent agitation aimed at its
very existence. iSo far as the retail
trade of this and adjoining states la
concerned, it seems to foe sick unto
death. It has got to the point where
it refuses to respond to treatment, for
no day seems to know what the next
Bonfort's Wine
; day may bring forth."
and Spirit Circular says: "Comparing the present demand for spirits and
alcohol with that of two and three
years ago at this season of the year,
the decrease is enormous."
Worcester, Massachusetts, is now
Three
dn its second year of
or four times before Worcester had
voted out its saloons, but always after
a single year of exile the whisky dealers got back. But this time the vote
has gone dry twice in succession, The
record of 1908 was in such marked
contrast with that 1907 and all industrial and civic conditions were so
much better, that the case for prohi- bition was far too plain for reversal.
One of the typical items of statistical
difference was a decrease of arrests
for drunkenness from 3,924 to 1,843.
time-wor- n

e.
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cancles, at, $900 per annum, in the position of forest clerk In the Forest
service, and vacancies requiring similar qualifications as they may occur at salaries of $900 to $1,200 per
annum.
Ellgibles from this examination will
be subject to appointment in forest
supervisors' offices on the Apache,
Sitgreaves, Garces. Srook and Coconino forests in Arizona; on the Datil,
Gila, Zuni and Alamo forests in New
Mexico; on the Ozark forest, Arkansas, and on the Chotawhatchee
forest in Florida. Many of the places
of appointment are very desirable
from a residence point of view.
The duties to be performed consist
of carrying on office correspondence,
keeping up files, and conducting routine business during the absence of
the forest supervisor in the field. The
Forest service does not furnish either
houses or subsistence, and appointees
will be expected to report at places of
employment at their own expense.
The examination will consist of
spelling, arthmetic, penmanship, let
copying from rough draft
and typewriting and stenography. Applicants should at once appply either
to the United States Civil Service
Commission, Washington, D. C, or to
the secretary of the board of ex
aminers at any place mentioned above,
for application form 304.
'

Furnished room.

FOR RENT

quire at this

In-

at Sioux

City.-Tope-

at Denver.
Wichita at Pueblo.
YESTERDAY'S GAMES.
, National
League.
Pittsburg 2; Boston 0.
American League.
Philadelphia 5; Chicago 4.
New York 3; St. Louis 1.
Boston 6; Detroit 5.
Washington 4; Cleveland 0.
Western League.
Wichita 13; Pueblo 5.
Lincoln 8; Sioux City 7.
Denver 8; Topeka 2.
Omaha 4; Des Moines 1.
Coast League.
Portland 5; Vernon 1.
Los Angeles 4; San Francisco

Sacramento

5;

Oakland

rata
(11

2.
I recommended Foleys Kidney Reme innings)
dy, and the first bottle relieved him,
and after taking the second bottle he
Badly Sprained Ankle Cured.
Three years ago our daughter
was no longer troubled with this
sprained her ankle and had been sufcomplaint. Sold by all druggists.
fering terribly for two days and nights
had not selpt a minute. Mr.
of Butler, Tenn., told us of
Chamberlain's Pain Balm. We went
to the store that night and a got a
HOW THEY STAND.
bottle of it and bathed her ankle two
National League.
"""
Won. Lost. P. C. or three times and she went to sleep
.692 and had a good night's rest. The next
Pittsburg .. ... .. ...27 12
16
.610 morning she was much better and in
Chicago
......25
.18 17
New York ...
.514 a short time could walk around and
.17
.
.500 had no more trouble with her ankle.
.
...
...
17
Philadelphia
E. M. Brumitt, Hampton, Tenn. 25
Cincinnati ... ... ....19 21
.461
50 cent sizes for sale by all
and
19
.457
...
...16
Brooklyn
Stal-llng-

BASEBALL.

...17
12

23
26

s,

.425
.316

The New Msxicm printing company
Won. Lost. P. C. has ready and for sain
and
Detroit ... ... ......25 13 .658 correct compilations of the territorial
23 .15
.603 Incorporation laws, price 75 cents, of
Philadelphia ...
New York ...
15
road laws, pprice 50
.57 the territorial
i .20
Boston ...
21 17
.5S cents, and of the territorial mining
St. Louis ... . . . V. . . .17 20
.459 laws, price 60 cents per copy. These
Cleveland ... ... ... .16 22
.421 lean be purchased by applying In per
Chicago
......15 22 .405 son or by mall at the office of the
.324 company.
.12 35
Washington
Western League.
If your Stomach, Heart or Kidneys
Won. Lost. P. C.
Omaha
........19 13 ,b94 are weak, try at least, a few doses
Wichita
... ...18 13 .581 only of Dr. Shoop's Restorative. In
Des Moines ... .
.19 14
.576 five or ten days only, the result will
13
. . .16
Sioux City
.552 surprise you. A few cents will cover
.500 the cost. And here is why help comes
Topeka ..... ... ......14 14
Denver ... ... ... ...14 16
.467 j so quickly.
Dr. Shoop doesn't drug
Pueblo ...
...12 20 375 the Stomach, nor stimulate the Heart
Lincoln .. ... ... a.....10 19
.345 or
Kidneys. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
goes directly to the weak and failing
National League.
nerves. Each organ has its own con
Boston at Pittsburg.
trolling nerve. When these nerves
Brooklyn at Cincinnati.
fail, the depending organs must of
Philadelphia at Chicago.
necessity falter. This plain, yet vital
American League.
truth,
clearly tells why Dr. Shoop's
:
Cleveland at Washington.
Restorative is so universally successChicago at Philadelphia.
ful. Its success is leading druggists
Detroit at Boston.
everywhere to give it universal preSt. Louis at New York.
ference. A test will surely tell. Sold
Western League.
Co.
Omaha at Des Moines.
by Stripling-Burrow- s
American League.

......

...U..

........

.....
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PROVE IT!
The Great DAISDERINE Never

3--

Fails to Produce the
Desired Results.
enlivens

Messenger Service Change. French, Colfax county; from 165006
.34 miles, from June 1st, will establish service to 167022 (same depot).
:."
Special Service Changed.
Frost, Quay county, from Revuelto.
From June 1st will change base of
supply to Porter.
Moses, Union county, from Cuales.
From June 1st will change base of
'
Bupply to Wheeless, Oklahoma.
Forest 8ervlce Clerks Examination.
Albuquerque, N. M., June 3. The
United States Civil Service Commission announces an examination June
16, at Phoenix, Prescott and Tucson,
Arizona; Fayetteville, Ft. Smith, Little Rock and Texarkana, Arkansas;
Gainesville, Jacksonville. Key West,
Miami, Pensacola and Tampa," Florida; and Albuquerque and Las Vegas,
New Mexico. This examination is
held jto secure eligibles from which to
make certification: to fill existing va- -'
Maiil

2,201
6,631

MA

fa

p

'4

fa

Danderine stimulates the scalp,
makes it healthy and keeps it so.
It is the greatest scalp invigorator
known. It is a wholesome medicine
for both the hair and scalp. Even

A

r,s?!

1

v?'i

1

f

I

f,

-

r

-

Now on sale at every drug and
toilet store in the land ; 3 sizes

f

'' '
--A

S

-

a small bottle of it will put
more genuine life In your
hair than a gallon of any
other hair tonic ever made.
It shows results from the
very start.

1

25c, 500

f.a
iieo

and

$1.00

To show how quickly
Danderine acts.we
a large sample free
send
will
Cut
by return mall to anyone who
This, sends this free coupon to the
Out KaowltN DaaiirlesCi.. Cilcno,
with their nam and address
and 10c in sliver or stamps
to pay postage.

1.770

13.000 'fi
4,467 40

S

93,

1,039 69
1.319 33

6.810 35'

514 89

39 20

959 54

1,035 79.

299

86,

221 o:
749 63

63
168 81

899

1,592 25
2,305 84
4.70O 00

54

187 50!

955 00
449 78
599

3,029 50;
173 79

111 52
870 56
65 G8
10,056 92

1,047

3,598 33
182 70
383 85
II 50

61

871 57
120 00
1,610 45
343 76
9,408 03
US 98
2,099 91
60 00

516 00
310 89
46 83

3,136 76
312 10!

71

138 44

1,165 83

1.494 80
3,099 23

426 35
4,220 01
3,715 39
8,513 13

154 92
88 55
1,019 53

383 35
199 05
9,077 71

9,053 45

225 98

102 00

500 00
959 54

129 86

310 89

959 54

1,035 79
129 77

90 06

1,037 26

2,657 72

1,039 69

11,063 10

1,783 96

54 51

39,751 51
7,726 19

129 87

969

2

47 70
12,841 36
46,550 17

39,751 51
17,207 22
545 12

9,221 90
3,528 30
72,506 18
948 60
23,555 42
4,845 60
6,963 03
38 95
54,453 17
661 86
63 29

932 04
721 77
730 58
4,152 40

4,493
7,793
25,684
5,659
152

11,181
2,245
794
31

4,133
950
3,090
3,090
4,792
2,876
15,798
1,955
7,371
175
95

8,218
6,131

26
57
54
24
30
02
07
76
28
17
15
46
46
79
96
16
46
37
01
60
40
75

615 01

8.949
1,063
31,212
558
8,580

35
15
56
87
18
395 30
2,387 58

6,926 37
61 98

2,150 7:
664 2
700 52
7 2'

234 30
200 001

85 00

82 25

82 25'

2,630 53
14,261 82

3,076 18

2.030 53
17,338 00

3,219 00

2,762 02
12,084 02

75 39
2,762 02
9,465 02

75

204

2,044 72

391

47!

423 82

103 40!

2,485 34
31,278 48

72 68

79 17
162 18
106 41
101
101
601
151

00
35
28

3 63

3 63
3 63
18 17

03
03
12
33

36 35

3,236 S4
2,473 71
3,780 30!

204 47
225 76

718 65

749 63

619 65
8,000 00
4,800 00

1,171

740 84
394 44
29 18
1,230 03
659 69

615 02
229 85
7,746 17
449 05

500 00
300 00
10,089 13
8,594 35
247 90
42,688 00

1,563 39
167 76

23,041 00
28,352 00

...!

547,693 93!$ 211,792 718

37,761 338

481

37,761 23 8 232,288

Disposition of Funds.

Recapitulation.

,

8 547,693 93
211,792 71

Total to be aqcounted for.
Payments during quarter.

8 759,486 64
232,288 48

Balance May 31, 1909

8 527,198 16

First National Bank

of

NaraVlsa..

.

...........

Quay County Loan 1st
First National Bank of Santa Fe
Bank of Commerce, Albuqherque.
First National Bank of Las Vegas.
First National Bank of Albuquerque
San Miguel National Bank, Las Vegas. . ,
B'irst National Bank of Raton
: .
First National Bank of Roswell
National Bank of Commerce of New York
Citizens National Bank of Roswell
First National Bank, Carlsbad
Silver City National Bank.............
Taos County Bank, Taos, N. M
New Mexico Savings Bank & Trust Co., Alb
State National Bank, Albuquerque
..
First National Bank of Tucumcail
The National Bank of N. M. of Raton
American National Bank, of Silver City..

.

.

.

.

.

."

the foregoing statement to be true and correct.
M. A.

Otero,

TerrHorial Treasurer.

Santa Fe.'N, M., June

88

2,137
15,600
357
31

23,372 85

ui

I certify

1, 1909.

514 89

62 14

-

9

25,945 21
1,527 09
100 90
1,349 33

373 40

955 92
145 73

and invigorates the hBU
and tissues ot the sculp,

Letters of praise are continually
ennilng In from nearly all parts of
the country stating tliat Dandcrlne
has renewed the growth of hair In
cases that were considered abso.
lutely hopeless.
A lady from Brooklyn writes:
"After a short trial my hair stopped
falling, and I now have a lovely bead
uf hair, very heavy and over one and
a quarter yards long."

$

3.966 23

187 50!

.

.

j

50!

1,547 45
2,305 84
4,544 25

..
ArteslanWells, Dist. No. a
Territorial Institutions bonds, sinking fund..
Capl'ol rebuilding bonds, sinking fund
Military institute bonds, sinking fund
Insane asylum bonds, sinking fund
Camlno real fund
U.S. land fees fund . . . . v
Mounted police fund
Elephant Butte Water Users Asso'n. of N. M.
Territorial Library fund
Capitol insurance fund
Hydrographlc Survey fund..
Re Imburse Territorial Institutions. . . . . . .
."
Territorial Student fund
Globe Express Co
Pullman car tax...V.
Wellg Fareo & Co. Express
Capitol Inp. Bonds of Territory of N. M. 1907
uil Inspectors fund
Bank examination fees.
Maintenance public lands....
Road fund.,...
Game protection fund..
Deficiency certificates of 1909
University deficit certificates of 1909
Armory deficit certificates of 1909

Balance Feb.
Receipts during quarter.

Transfers Payments
Balances
from funds dur."fuarterjMay 31, 1909

to fundd

310 89

1,691 53!
2,899 52!
7,704 18'
1,932 78!

IT
glands
resulting In a continuous and
Increasing growth of the hair.

county.

Star Service Changed.
Pinon to Avis, from May 6th to
supply Avis at site authorized March
23rd, decreasing .28 miles.

39 20

Territorial Institutions, 58th fiscal year
Territorial Institutions, 59th fiscal year.....
Territorial Insiitutlons 60th Fiscal Year.....
Improvement Rio Grande income
IaiDrovement Rio Grande, permanent
Water Reservoir in. for irrigation purposes..
Public Buildings at Capitol Income
Casual deficit bonds sinking fund..
Current expense bonds sinking fund ........
Insurance fund
; . . .
Artesian Wells District No. 1

and we can

Star Service Discontinued.
Alamogordo to Cloudcroft, May 31.
Postoffice Site Changed.
Riverside postoffice, San Juan county, 4 miles north.
Postoffice Discontinued.
Corazon, San kiguel county. Mall
now to Chaperito.
Postmasters Commissioned.
George E. Kennedy at Kellnes, Samuel T. Stevens at Riverside, San Juan

37.179 28
3,067 99
100 90
6,816 35

University of New Mexico..........
University of New Mexico Income fund. .... .
University of New Mexico saline fund
Agricultural College
Agricultural College Income fund
Agricultural College Permanent Fund
Reform School fund
Reform School Income fund
Reform School Permanent Fund
Blind Asylum fund
Blind Asylum Income fund
Blind Asvlnm Permanent Fund
School of Mines
School of Mines Income fund
School of Mines Peimanent Fund
Deaf and Dumb Asylum
Deaf and Dumb Asylum income fund
Deaf & Dumb Asylum, permanent fund....
Miners Hospital
Miners' Hospital Income fund
Miners Hospital Permanent Fund
New Mexico Insane Asylum
i
Insane Asylum income fund
Insane Asylum Permanent Fund
Penitentiary Income fund....
Penitentiary current expense fund
Pen. maintenance fund
Pen convicts earnings fund
Penitentiary permanent fund
Penitentiary board fund
Transportation of discharged convicts ......
New Mexico Military institute
Military Institute income fund
Military Institute Permanent Fund
Water Reservoir permanent fund
Compilation fun.d
Normal School, N. M. (Silver City)
Normal School, S. C, income fund
Normal School Silver City Permanent Fund.
Normal School, Las Vegas.
Normal School, Las Vegas, income fund
Normal School Las Vegas Permanent Fund. .
Normal School Las Vegas summer school. , . .
Special purposes
Common School income fund
Proceeds 5 per cent U. 8. land sales perma...
Proceeds 10 per cent. U. S. Forest Resarve...
Charitable institutions.
Sheep sanitary fund
Cattle indemnity fund
Compensation of assessors.
Salary fund,
Supreme court fund
Miscellaneous fund
Militia fund........
Capitol contingent expense fund
Cap. Bldg. Bonds Skg. fund
Provisional indebtedness bond, sinking fund.
The Palace Income Fund..:
So, Western and International Express Co...
Territorial purposes, 58th fiscal year.... ...
Territorial purposes, 59th fiscal year. . v. . ,
Territorial Purposes 60th Fiscal Year........

Grows Hair

Transfers

Balances
Receipts
Feb. 28, 1909'dur. quarter

Interest fund
Interest on deposits
Int. and Skg. fund. Cert, ofind

Total....

0FF1CIALMATTERS

1, 1909.

and Ending May 31, 1909.

."

2.

American Association.
Columbus-St- .
Paul postponed,
Louisville 0; Minneapolis 2.
Toledo 5; Milwaukee 6.
Indianapolis 3; Kansas City

sicians pronounced it enlargement of
the prostate gland and advised an op
eration. On account of his age we
were afraid he could not stand it and

...

Of the

Title of fund or account.
Many of our citizens are drifting toward Bright's disease by neglecting
symptoms of kidney and bladder trouble which Foley's
Kidney Remedy
will quickly cure. Sold by all

Fo-

ley's Kidney Remedy at the first sign
of kidney or bladder disorder such
as backache, urinary irregularities.
exhaustion, and you will soon be well.
Commence taking Foley's
Kidney
Remedy today. Sold by all druggists.

QUARTERLY STA TEIM EN'T

WANTED One or two boarders at
the Tesuque Park Ranch. ' Apply to
O. C. Watson & Co.

Lincoln

To avoid serious resuits take

The seals and reconr hooks for notaries public for sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing company, Santa Fe. New Mexico.

office.

FOR SALE Good
upright piano
nqulre at Wagner Furniture company
tore.

MEN PAST FIFTY IN DANGER.
Men past middle life have found
comfort and relief in Foley's Kidney
Remedy, especially for enlarged prostate gland, which is very common
among elderly men. L. E. Morris,
Dexter, Ky., writes: "Up to a year
ago my father suffered from kidney
and bladder trouble and several phy-

St. Louis
Boston ...

Foley's Honey and Tar is especially recommended for chronic
throat
and lung troubles and many sufferers
from bronchitis,
asthma and
have found comfort and relief, by using Foley's Honey and Tar.
Sold by all druggists.

.

........

FirstNational Bank of Portales...
Raton National Bank of Raton
Union County Trust and Savings Ass'n Clayton
Kirst National Bank of Santa Rosa
First National Bank of Las Cruces
The National Bank of Carlsbad.......
The Bank of Springer, Springer. t,
The Demlng National Bank, Doming
Torrance County Loan.,
Montezuma Trust Co. of Albuquerque. .'
First National Bank of Lordsburg
First National Bank of New York City
County of Quay loan 2nd..
Lakewood National Bank of Lakewood
First National Bank of Alamogordo

... ......
, . .

Federal Banking Co. of Tncumcari
First National Bank of Melrose.
Clovis National Bank of Clovis. ..........
Texlco National Bank of Texico
First National Bank of Clayton
Bank of Demlng of Demlng
First National Bank of Lake Arthur
Portales Bank & Trust Co, Portales..
'

Total.

Funds not available

. , . . . .

..... ....

.

537,198 16
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PHONE

Merriwether, engineer of the Terrl- ritorial Good Roads Commission, accompanied hy a corps of surveyors, is
at present encamped near Bear mountain, north of Silver City. The object
of the party is to determine the practicability of shortening the road to

III! MINOR

i

NO. 92.

NO. 92.

B

CITY TOPICS

Vs

SXXXXXXXX
June
Denver,
3.

Colo.,

forecast for New
Mexico: Fair weather tonight
and Friday with stationary
temperature.
Weather

exMogollon by six or seven miles by
momv
Bear
the
same
along
tending
v'tain draw, thus avoiding the big cir
cuit the present road now makes in
Try our ground alfalfa meal. Best leaving Silver City.
Court at Los Lunas In the case of
chicken feed or earth. Leo Hersch,
Baca, in
Oscar Goebel vs. Victor
San Francisco Street.
the jury
Los
at
Lunas,
Train Report All trains are re ejectment,
Antonio
defendant.
the
found
for(
ported on time today.
to
Perea
larceny and
pleaded guilty
New School House for Elida Elida,
one
in the
to
was
sentenced
year
Roosevelt county, will this summer
penitentiary, but Judge Abbott sus
conbuild a two story, eight-rootained the sentence during good be
crete modem school house.
havior on' account of the youth of the
Moon
The
of
Tonight
Eclipse
Francisco Alire, pleaded
defendant.
eclipse of the moon tonight will be
name of Hon.
visible at Santa Fe just after the guilty to forging the
The case
check.
to
a
Luna
Solomon
moon rises over the Sangre de Cristo
with
G. F. Murray
charged
against
range.
has
and
the
on
is
trial
jury
murder,
W. C. T. U. Meeting The W. C. T.
been
empaneled.
U. will meet tomorrow afternoon at
Why Lights Are Out Manager
2:80 at the rooms No. 105 WashingI
Owen of the Santa Fe Water
Frank
ton avenue.
PHONE
Every member is rePHONE
and
Company explained today
Light
to
NO.
be
92.
NO. 92.
present.
quested
to keep
Woman's Aid Society The Wom- that it is almost impossible
Palace
on
street
upper
burning
lights
an's Aid Society of the Presbyterian
soon as put up,
as
because
avenue,
church will meet with Mrs. F. E.
are broken by miscreants rang
Nuding, Lincoln avenue, on Friday af they
ing all the way from boys to hack
ternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
drivers.
New globes were put on
G. A.
R.
Meeting The regular
on May 17 and by May 19
the
lights
of
G.
A.
Carleton
meeting
R.,
Post,
were
broken and thus the expe
they
will be held on Monday evening, June
because outside of
is
rience
repeated
7, at Post Hall.
Business of much
saloons
of
there is little
the
vicinity
importance is to be transacted.
in Santa Fe. Mr,
police
protection
Meet Tomorrow The Ladles' Guild
of the Church of the Holy Faith will Owen also explains that while the
meet tomorrow afternoon at ' 2:30 city pays only for 52 street lights,
the company furnishes 63 altogether.
with Mrs. Cecilia Hogle.
Dance Tonight Tonight there will
be a dance at the Woman's Board of PAROCHIAL SCHOOL
Trade at Library Hall. Everybody is
CLOSESFIRST YEAR
invited. Good music will be provided
and a good time is promised.
Treasurers statement Tne quar Exercises Last Evening Were Successful and Interesting Address
terly statement of Territorial Treas
By Archbishop.
urer M. A. Otero on another page, is
not exactly light reading but it should
Last evening, June 2nd, the closing
prove interesting to tne taxpayer.
CAN YOU BUY IT ANY WHERE ELSE
exercises of St. Francis' Parochial
Chicken wheat at Leo Hersch's.
BY THE SACK AT A BETTER PRICE
Fourth of July Committee Tonight school took place In Loretto auditorthe committee appointed by the Com ium. The program from beginning to
mercial Club to arrange for a Fourth end was a grand success; each numYour money back if you can
of July celebration will meet at 8 p. ber called forth prolonged applause
from the audience.
"Himno Patris-tico- "
in., in the Commercial Club rooms.
buy better at any price than
Spanish-America- n
The
little
the
Postpone
Meeting
by
girls and "Little
Belle Spring Creamery,
Alliance, owing to the fact Shoemakers" by the small boys dethat the St. Francis' Parochial school serve special mention.
Butter
held its graduating exercises
last
The Most Rev. Archbishop Pitival,
night, postponed Its meeting until after conferring diplomas upon those
the third Wednesday of June.
finishing the eighth grade, viz: Master
Noon
at the Hotels
Arrivals
C. Gooch, Misses J. De Aquera, R.
Palace: Calvin D. Nyce, D. H. Nyce, Rael and A.
Rael, addressed the auPasadena, California; A. C. Ringlahd, dience in his usual happy and masterPREMIER, HARRINGTON HALL VIGOSA
AND SIESTA
a lb. 2 lb. for 75c.
Albuquerque; Henry Essinger, Broth- ful style. His grace seemed well
er Richards, City.
Claire E. P.
pleased with the fine results of the
There is no Coffee to equal the aove for
Crawford, Silver City; M. A. Martin,
1
first year in the new school. The
the price TRY IT if it does not suit you,
Albuquerque.
home to the parreturn it to us and we will cheerfully reExcursion on Thirteenth On Sun- Archbishop brought
in
forceful
a
ents,
manner, their
fund your money
day, June 13th, an excursion will be
run from all points on the New Mexi- sacred duties with regard to the reco Central to Santa Fe. the event be ligious education of their children.
ou
our dealing wtn us
Dt
Most Rev.
ing the crossing of bats between tHe Besides his Grace, the
sat'sfact01T'
"unterrified" baseball team of Estan- - Archbishop, there were present the
anything is not just
Very Rev. A.
cia and the local All American team. following clergymen:
right let us know and we make it right- of
the school;
directo"
Fourchegu,
Land
case
The
of
Case
Hearing
the U. S. against Mrs. Francisquita Rev. J. Derasches. Rev. A. Daeger, O.
Phone No. 4.
Blake regarding homestead land on F. M. of Pena Blanca; Rev. C. Seux of
e
the Manzanas forest is being heard San Juan; Rev. A. Besset and A.
J.
Rev.
of
disB.
James
before
church;
Guadalupe
Jamison,
today
trict law officer of the forest service. Pugens of the Cathedral. The followThe hearing is taking place In the ing was the program:
Chorus "Bonnie Boys in Blue"....
land office at the Federal building.
Jail Break at Clovis Three prisBoys
oners broke out of the jail at Clovis Opening Address
B. Salazar
Curry county, this week by the pris- Class Recitation "The Fireman"
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
oners using a two by four piece of Himno Patriotico
Little Girls
as a battering rain and break-- i
timber
Acts.
Two
in
Cantata
$4,50 per ton
Screened Raton Lump
ing a hole in the cell and jail walls
"Little Mischief."
"
"
'
5.25
Monero
through which, they escaped. This' is
Characters.
the third escape from the city jail
"
School
Teacher . . ...I Baca
Country
6.00
Cerrillos
during its brief history.
School Committee.
Committee
Meeting of
P. Delgado
Mrs. Goodheart
Sawed Wood and Kindling
A meeting of the general committee
Anthracite Coal all sizes
S. Alarid
Mrs. Small
in charge of the
All Kinds of Steam Coal.
campaign Miss Breathless
F. Moya
Smithing Coal
is hereby called to be held tomorrow
M. Sena
Waxworm
Mrs.
Friday, at 5 p. m., at the office of R, Miss Goddinggabby
R. Ortiz
L. Baca. This will be a very im
School
Children
Members of the
portant meeting.
Phon No. 86, Office Garfield Atcdm,
Nmt A. T., A S. F. Dapot
Act I.
committee ana of all the
Minims
Shoemakers"
"Little
are earnestly requested to atAct II.
tend at 5 p. m. promptly.
C. Gooch
No Change In Time The new San- "Paper"
ta Fe time table that goes into effect Instrumental Trio . "Santiago March"
on the Santa Fe system on Sunday, Josefita Lopez, Isa Hernandez, N.
Martinez.
makes no change in time in the trains
Schumann
leaving Santa Fe. The most import- "Happy Peasants
P. Sena,
M.
6.
Alarid,
Sena,
In
F.
New Mexico is that in
ant change
Sena,
Santa Fe train No. 10, leaving Ed J. A. Garcia, H. Salcido, M. Duran.
AND
Paso, two hours earlier in the even- "Pizzicata Polka"
Josefita Lopez, Elvira Gonzales.
ing than heretofore, so as to connect
with the New Mexico Eastern trains "Mona's Waters" .". .... Miss A. Rael
at Belen.
."The Holy City"
Pantomime
St. Michael's Jubilee Committee
Soloist. Anita Silva.
An important and interesting session "Green Mountain Justice"
of the St. Michael's College Jubilee
Miss R. Rael
Committee was held last evening at
of diplomas for graduatConferring
the store of Nathan Salmon, it was ing from the grammar grades oil A.
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING found that $1,000 will have to be rais- Rael, Misses J. De Aguero, R. Rael,
1M Palace Aveiut. Elks' Hall.
Telephone 142. Night 12Houm.
ed by public subscription to entertain Master C. Gooch.
visitors properly, and Fred Muller,
Vocal Class
Leo Hersch and J. G. Schumann were Hymn
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
appointed a committee to raise the
WILL TEST CONSTInecessary amount by subscription.
AND
Oh, These June Days Perfect' has
TUTIONALITY
been the weather this month thus far
CHIMAYO
and tomorrow are to be
4 and tonight
Parker Refuses to Grant Writ
as fair and delightful, according Judge
just
of Mandamus to Compel Issue
BLANKETS
to the weather bureau. Yesterday
of License.
the maximum temperature was 71 degrees and the minimum 40 degrees.
A hearing was heard before Judge
The relative humidity was 32 per cent,
W. Parker at Las Cruces, In the
F.
at 6 p. m. yesterday. About .03 of an mandamus
proceeding Instituted by
inch of precipitation occurred from a John-H- .
Rapp against E. B. Venable,
light thunderstorm which passed over as probate clerk, to compel the issu
SOUVENIER POSTAL CARDS
the city between 7 and 8 p. m.
ance of a liquor license for the town
Chance For Revenge
The All of Central, Grant county, the clerk
American baseball team will shortly
refused to issue the same behave an oppportunlty to secure re- having
cause the provisions of the act of
two defeats by the 1905 which
their
for
venge
prohibits licenses being
receive
a free souvenir
All Ladies who visit the store will
On the occas
Grays of Albuquerque.
saloons within certain limto
granted
We will shortly have in a full line of
ion of the Golden Jubilee of St. Mich- its except those already established.
- t.
. Mexican 8tiawHats at 50cts. each
ael's College the Albuquerque boys Mr. Gnollenberg appeared for the
will come to Santa Fe and on the plaintiff and Mr. Neblett for Mr. Ventwentieth will cross bats with the able." After hearing argument Judge
local ball tossers. All arrangements Parker refused to grant the writ. It
Proprietor.
for an excursion out of Albuquerque is understood that appeal will be
to
are
under .way and a large crowd is taken to the supreme court to test the
3
301-30.
San Francisco Street, Santa Fe, N, A),
looked for.
constitutionality of the act in. ques. May 8horten Mogollon Route
J. D. tion, a
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WE ARE STILL SELLING

S. Stfl
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ugar

30

I

c

COFFEE
40c
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F. Andrews,

Cas-tani-

COAL AND WOOD

Anti-Saloo- n

Anti-Saloo-

n

CAPITAL COAL YARD

........

DUPROW & M0NTENE

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
EMBALMERS

.......

Black and White Hearse.

.....................
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Curios of Every Description
Possible at Reasonable Prices
FOR FIVE CENTS

v
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S. CANDELARIO

a

THURSDAY, JUNE 3, 1909.'

SPANISH WAR VETER.
ANS TO .ORGANIZE

Juan Ortega, Pablo Padllla.

Clerks

Second Ward.

Judges Jose Ortiz y Baca, Bonifacio Perea, A. J. Abbott.
A Plan Is Now Under Way to OrganClerks Canuto Alarid, A. P. Hill.
ize a Local Camp so as Not to
Third Ward.
Be Behind Other Cities.
Judges Ambrosio Ortiz, Ervien L.
Tyler, Gus Hunter.
In order that Santa Fe may no
Clerks Ferd Lopez, H. C. Montoya.
remain the only city of importance
Fourth Wardi
without a camp of Spanish war vet
Judges Henry Pacheco. E. C. An
erans, every effort is to be made to derson, Manued B. Salazar.
get together every local man who
Clerks Carl Bishop, Alfredo Hino- fought in the war of 1897 and or- Jos.
ganize a camp of U. S. war veterans.
That the election in the First Ward
Nearly every city of size thoughout shall be held in the Office of the Justhe country is represented by a local tice of the Peace.
In the Second Ward, in the Office of
camp. In Santa Fe there are any
number of persons who fought in the Justice of the Peace.
Third Ward, at the Office of the
Cuba, Porto Rico or the Philippines,
in the cavalry, the infantry or in the
of the Peace.
And in the Fourth Ward, at the
navy. All of these are requested to
place themselves in communication house of Dona Julianita Chaves.
Done by said Council of the City of
with Henry P. Bardshar, at his office
in the Federal building. It is desired Santa Fe, on the 10th day of May, A.
to discuss the matter of a local camp D. 1909.
ROMAN L. BACA, ...
and to take steps towards organization as soon as possible. Mr. Bard- President of the Council of the City of
Santa Fe.
shar has been in communication with
FACTJNDO ORTIZ, Clerk.
Thomas J. Lynd, National Aide de
New
S.
Ft.
at
W. V.,
Bayard,
Camp U.
Jus-tic- e

Lynd is very enthusiastic over the idea of organizing a
camp in Santa Fe and will do all possible to aid in bringing the matter
It is anticito a successful focus.
be experwill
no
trouble
pated that
ienced in arousing sufficient local interest as already a number of those
who served in the Spanish war have
expressed themselves favorably and
have displayed a willingness to get
down to business.

Mexico.

Mr.

COMMERCIAL CLUB
WANTS CLEAN STREETS
A

ARTESIA

IS VERY PROSPEROUS

(Continued From Page One)
from nothing to twenty-fiv- e
pounds at
the surface of the ground thus it is
apparent what an enormous pressure
there would be five hundred to a thousand feet below the surface. A small
leak or bad joint in the well casing
would allow
large amount of water
to escape not only dimminlshing the
flow of the well but the same leak will
eventually do damage to lower sur-

'
rounding country."
Mr. Sullivan took up a number of
matters in connection " with water
and
Appointed to Compel right applications at Artesia

Committee is
the City Council to Take
Action.

Carlsbad.

At its last meeting the Commercial
Club discussed the matter of keeping
the streets of Santa Fe in a clean and
sanitary condition. As a result, a
committee was appointed for the pur
pose of bringing the filthy condition
of the streets to the attention of the
city council and insisting upon prompt
action being taken by the city fathers to place all streets in a clean condition and keep them so. The Commercial Club intends to back up its
committee to the fullest extent so
that good results may be accomplish
ed.

MARKET REPORT
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
New York, June 3. Call money
easy 1
Amalgamated 87
Atchison 110; pfd. 104
N. Y. C.
U.' P. 193
132; So. Pac. 130
Steel 69
pfd. 127
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, June 3. Prime paper,
3 2
4; Mexican dollars, 44.
New York, June 3. Lead, $4.35
4.45; copper, 13
silver, 52
1--

3--

5--

1--

7--

1--

3--

St. Louis, Mo., June

spelter,

JUDGMENT AGAINST
QUEEN SET ASIDE

'

$5.17

3.

Lead, $4.35;

1--

GRAIN, LARD, PORK AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Jub 3. Wheat July,
$1.18
Sept., $1.10 1-Corn July, 73; Sept. 68
Oats July, 53
Sept, 69
1--

Lilioukalani Will Be Given a Chance
to Defend Herself Against
...f,,,.-Claims of Physician.
Lard July ; $11.20;
ept. $11.30
Washington, June 3. The $11,600 11.32
judgment in default awarded against
Pork July, $19.87
Sept., $19.97
.
'
former Queen Lilioukalani of Hawaii
by the supreme court, District of Co
Ribs July $10.60; Sept. $10,621-2- .
lumbia, in favor of the former court
WOOL MARKETS.
physician, Dr. Charles Q. English, was
ool
St. Louis, June
unchanged.
set aside today. It was shown that
LIVE STOCK.
the former queen was unaware of the
Kansas City, Mo., June 3. Cattle-Rec- eipts
court's summons.
3,000, including 1,000 south.-ernMarket steady. Native steeri
BY
PROCLAMATION
ELECTION
$5.307.00; southern steers $4,250'
THE CITY COUNCIL.
6.60; southern cows $2.754.50; naWhereas, there have been presented tive cows and heifers $3.006.40;
to the Citj Council of the City of stockers and feeders
$3.755.60; bulls
Santa Fe, numerous petitions and re- $3.405.25; calves $3.757.00; westquests to submit to the voters of said ern steers $5.406.75; western cows
City, the question as to whether or $3.255.75.
not they favor the sale and retail of
Hogs
Receipts 10,000. Market 5
spirituous, vinus and malt liquors, higher. Bulk of sales $6.907.40;
within the City limits under a license heavy
and
$7.307.50;
packers
from said City, and whereas,
said butchers $7.157.43J
light $6.70
Council at its meeting in said City, on 7.20; pigs $5.756.75';'' V:
the 4th day of May, A. D. 1909, by a
Sheep
Receipts' 3,000. Market
unanimous vote agreed by a resolu- 10 lower. Muttons $5.256.60; lambs
tion to submit said question to said $6.50 9.00; wethers and yearlings
voters, to be voted on at an election to $4.757.25; ewes $4.256.20; Texas
be called for that purpose, for the and Arizona muttons $4.756.50.
guidance and control of said Council,
Chicago, June 3. Cattle Receipts
in the matter of Issuing or withholding 4,500. Market weak. Beeves $5.10
a license to retail liquor dealers in
7.15; Texas steers $4.656.25; western steers $4.657.50; stockers and
said City in the future;
Now therefore, notice is hereby feeders $3.6005.50; cows and heifers
given, that in pursuance with said pe- $2.506.30;J calves $5.607.50,
titions and requests, and a resolution
Hogs
Receipts 19,000. Market 5
of said Councilen election Is hereby higher. Light $6.95 7.40; mixed
called for, andl will be held at the
heavy $7.157.30; pigs
several voting places, in the- different $6.006.90; bulk of sales $7.357.50.
Sheep
Receipts 10,000. Market
wards of said City, on the 7th day of
June, A. D. 1909, for the purpose of weak, to 10 lower. Native $4. 6.550;
voting upon said question; that the western $4.256.60; yearlings $6.25
7.50; lambs
$6.0Q8.40; western
polls at said election shall open at the
hour of 9 a. m., and close at 6 p. m lambs $6.258.60,
and all ipersons who voted at the last
WANTED Experienced woman to
City election, and are still residents of
their respective wards shall be qual- take care of baby, good wages. Referified to vote at the election called for ences required. Apply 231 Palace
in this proclamation and notice; and avenue.
said election shall be conducted in all
respects as other City elections are
conducted.
The ballots shall be on plain white
Given Either in
paper, not to exceed three inches in
SPANISH Oft GERMAN-RAYMO- ND
width and eight Inches in length, and
shall contain either the words "For
HAACKE
License," or "Against License," writCare New Mexican
ten or printed thereon, and the result
NOTARY PUBLIC
of the vote shall be "counted, certified
to and returns made by the Judges of
said election, in the same manner, and
within the same, time, as in other City
elections.
That the following persons are hereFOB THE
by appointed as judges and clerks of
said election, who will take the usual
7--

3-- 4

.:

1--

'

1--

1--

s.

$7.-507-.7

1--

GRAMMAR LESSONS

DR. DIAZ

First Ward.

.

Judges Seferlno Alarid, George M.
Kinsell, Manuel Montoya y Colombo.

&

Pressinoistabl ishment

Gents garments cleaned and pressed a Specialty

HATS CLEANED
AND BLOCKED
PHONK

SANTA FE, N. M..

$16 and up per week.

The Goldbera Cleaninq and
Ladies

SICK
8NI,S3,UM

203

BLACK

.jt x.
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